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1.

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

A large fraction of man 1 s observation of his environment involves electromagnetic waves.

Passive observation involves the sense of sight, viz.

the observation of radlating and reflecting objects on the environment
even at great distances (the moon, planets, comets, the sun, stars, etc.),.
and in the most recent era of history the artificial senses of radio and
radar receivers which register signals from electromagnetic sourees at
lower frequencies in a form ultimately translated into visible signals.
Active observation was restricted until recent times to illumination of
the environment br flame; in the present era we can probe our environment by illumination devices at optica! frequencies (flashlights, lasers)
and at lower frequencies (radar and radio transmitters).

Human

~

munication may be considered as a form of active observation; the chief
characteristic being the transmission of information actively radiated
as electromagnetic signals at a souree along a communications link to
an elsewhere located sensor.
The simplest electromagnetic link, be this passive observation or communication, is free-space propagation of EM (electromagnetic) waves from
a souree toa sensor.

No information other than the velocity of light

and the characteristics of the signal-to-be-transmitted (or of the signal
as it leaves the source) is required.
more complicated.

Active prohing of our environment is

In this· case electromagnetic waves are transmitted. then

scattered at the object of interest, and a portion is received by a sensor
at the location of the source.

In modern communication links (e.g.

troposcatter, over-the-horizon radio communièation) electromagnetic scatter·
ing also plays an important role.

The problem of scattering of EM waves

from charge and current'distributions. bas therefore received

~jor

atten-

tion since the very earltest tormulation of electromaanetie radlation
theory.
11

The influence of matter upon propagating EM signals can, rather arbitrarily, be catalogued into separate topics.

Scattering has been mentioned,

absorption of EM energy by matter is another interaction changing the
propagating signal.

Magnetic fields can alter the polarization of the

signal while dispersion (i.e. frequency-dependent interaction of matter
and EM signals) will alter its phase and amplitude characteristics.
In this work we are concerned with the interaction of nearly transparent
but randomly fluctuating media upon propagating EM-signals.

We can be

concerned about dispersive effects if we wish, but since all EM-signals
canbe thought to consist of a linear superposition of elementary singlefrequency components (the principle of Fourier decomposition) a more
primary concern is about the effect of a nearly transparent medium upon
suchan elementary, monochromatic, wave.

Electromagnetic theory has been

formulated in a number of ways so as to take into account interaction
of matter with EM-waves.

In the most basic theory matter is regarded

as a colleetien of souree charges and currents and an attempt is made
to conneet the existing fields to these sourees directly through Maxwell's
equations.

Unfortunately the solutions are usually forma! integrals and

not easily interpreted.

The problem is that these charges and currents

are set in motion by incident EM-radiation in order to reradiate EM-waves
which interact with the original radiation.

The dynamics resulting from

the EM-forces felt by the secondary sourees can give rise to non-linear
terms contributing to the fields in Maxwell 1 s equations thus making solutions well-nigh intractable.

For weak fields we can linearize these

dynamic equations and vastly simplify the electromagnetic scattering
problem by taking reradiation effects into account through the relative
dielectric permittivity
Lifschitz, 1962].

E (r)

computed ·from the dynamics [Landau and

For the purposes of this work, the interaction

properties of themedium are implied by the deviation of the permittivity
12

e.

(r) from the free-space value

have values of

e (r)

1.

E.(r)

Nearly transparent media

very close to unity.

In the "random continuum", we ignore the partiele character of matter
and assume that 1 -

e (r, t)

is a continuous, smoothly varying ·in time

and location, small quantity.

Furthermore, any configuration of this

quantity is assumed to be so complicated that complete information about
it is never available.

As a consequence detailed description of the

interaction with traversing EM waves can not be obtained.
we must take recourse to

statis~ical

We find that

description from the very start.

Such media are mathematica! mQdels of real-life situations: viz. atmospheric
layers that are turbulent, turbulent "under dense 11 plasmas, complicated
patterns of ultrasonic waves, etc.
Our interest in these media derives from the very irregular disturbance
of radio, radar, and optical communication signals upon propagation
through turbulent atmospheric layers.

Following Beckmann [1965] we may

consider an elementary signal, either a plane wave or a spherical wave,
perhaps collimated so that we have a "beam11 , at one frequency, and
catalogue these disturbances as follows:
(i)

Angular jitter:

The angle-of-arrival.will deviate ir-

regularly from the axial souree-receiver direction.
(ii)

Dancing:

The beam position will fluctuate irregularly

around the axial location.
(iii)

Scintillation or fading:

The received energy at any

one location will fluctuate.
(iv)

Crumbling:

There will be a spread in ray-directions

in the beam,destroying coherence of the phase front.
(v)

Modulation:

Phase fluctuations and range jitter will

induce modulations of the signal.
13

(vi)

Signa! distortion: · The envelope of a short
signal will

be~ome

quasi~harmonic

distorted by dispersive effects.

These are the main signal degradations caused by a wide layer of turbulent nearly transparent atmosphere.

In termsof classica! electrodynamics,

all of these effects are implicitly described by the electromagnetic
fields of the wave components as the signal propagates through the layer.
It is beyond the scope of this work to determine the explicit relationships between quantities descrihing (i) - (vi) and the electromagnetic
fields; there is ample description in the literature.

Wheelon [1956,

1957, 1959] tagether with Muchmore [1955a] has presented calculations
of angular jitter, phase fluetuations, and range jitter.

Norton et alii

[1955], Silverman [1957, 1958] discuss fadingandrelate it to turbulenee
characteristics via elementary electrodynamical approximations (see section 3 of this work forthese approximations).

Dispersive signal dis-

tartion bas been treated by the author [deWolf, 1967d] and by Wait [1965],
and by diverse Russian authors [e.g. Ginzburg, 1964].
are but a selection out of many.

These references

Further references can be found in re-

cent issues of:
(i)
(ii)

IEEE Transactions Antennas and Propagation
Radio Science (Journal of Research, National Bureau of
Standards, Vol. D)

{iii)

URSI Symposia on Electromagnetic Theory and Antennas
(Copenhagen 1962, and Delft 1965); Proceedings publisbed
by Pergamon Press, N. Y.

(iv)

The Corriher and Pyron bibliography [1965]

The work in.this monograph wil1 be concentrated upon solutions of the
scalar wave equation derived from Maxwell's equations for monochromatic
waves propagating through a random continuum.

14

In chapter 2 we justify

the use of the scalar equation and develop an approximate integral
equation for media with small spatial variations per wave-length.

In

chapter 3 we discuss the simplest approximate solutions - geometrical
opties and single scattering regimes - of the wave equation and their
regimes of validity in tenns of the basic parameters.
scattering regime representation is utilized.

A two-dimensional

In chapter 4 we present

a new approximation, the HFPM (high frequency perturbation method), which
yields statistles of the electric field valid beyoud the region of validity
of expresslons based on the WKB and Bom approximations.

In chapter 5

we examine a previous approach based upon the so-called Rytov method and
evaluate previous and recent Russian results.
of the HFPM results is discussed.

Expertmental verification

In chapter 6 we extend the workof

chapters 3 and 4 (valid for plane waves) to the case of spherical wave
propagation.

Finally, in sectien 7 we utilize the results of this work

in computing and evaluating the backscatter cross-sectien from a wide
layer of not-too-weak dielectric irregularities.
Rationalized MKS-Giorgi units are utilized throughout this work.

IS

THE ffiGH-FREQUENCY PERTURBATION METHOD (HFPM): FORMULATION

2.

In this section we will consider the electric field received at a point
z

=L

beyoud a layer of weakly and slowly fluctuating dielectric ir-

regularities between z

=0

=d

and z

plane wave [time dependenee
originate from a souree at z

~

after transmission of a monochromatic

exp (-ÜDt)] which can be thought (fig. 1) to

= ~.

We derive an integral equation for

the field and cast it in such a form that upon iteration we can consider
all significant statietics of this field as a double expansion in terms
of the perturbation parameters (kt)
in subsectien 2.2).

-1

and E (we define these quantities

We refer to this formulation as the HFPM (high fre-

quency perturbation method).

2.1.

Derivation Of A Scalar Wave Equation

The medium between z

=

0 and z

=d

is characterized by its dielectric

response to a harmonie uniform electric perturbation

~

exp(-iwt).

Within the framewerk of linear Maxwell electromagnetic theory this response, the relative dielectric permittivity, is a dyadic function

-

~
é(r,ro)
of location and (possibly) of the perturbing frequency ro.

It

is not essential to the discussion that the medium is dispersive (i.e.
that 6

depends on ro) but anisotropy of its local dielectric properties is

specifically excluded; therefore the permittivity will be written as a scalar:

E (r) for short.

For z < 0 and z

plied in the notation.

> d the free-space value

E:

By eliminatien of the magnetic field

1 is iro-

B frorn

the

time-harmonie Maxwell equations for a source-less region, the vector
wave equation is obtained in the following form:

t:!Ê.+
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(2-1)

The term on the righthand side of (2-1) mixes components of the E-field
and is therefore the souree of depolarization effects.

One of the

simplifications in forward scattering media is that this term can be
neglected.

We shall first assume specifically that at every location

inside the layer
1 - 6(1)

«

1

ko-l~~në(~)~
where k

w/ c

0

wavelength).

= 2-rr /10

«

(2-2)

1

is the free-space waveuurober (1

0

is the free-space

The first of these inequalities is a statement to the

effect that the irregularities are weak.
the fractional change per wave 1ength in E,

The secoud one implies that
is very small.

Both state-

ments are typica1 of a forward scattering medium; they express the absence of strong reflections and ensure a lens-like concentration of
energy scattering around the direction of propagation.
j.;;Jtn é.Cr)

I

is a scalelength

P,

of spatial variation of

The quantity

6 (f). A qualita-

tive dimensional argument is aften invoked as a reasou for omitting the
depolarization term in (2-1).

After multiplying all terros of (2-1) by k

0

2E-l

we estimate that the order of magnitude of the lefthand side terros
1
is unity, and that of the depolarization term (k P,)- .
0

The reason

usually given is that under the conditions (2-2), theE-field will not

....

differ drastically in magnitude or phase from E

0

,

the primary field

(that would have been measured in the absence of the layer).

Consequently

the depolarization term is dropped, and the following scalar equation
for each component u(r) of the E-field is obtained:

0

(2-3)

This differentlal equation, tagether with an appropriate radiation con17

dition, which we shall specify as compatible with outgoing waves
[Morse and Feshbach,

1953] specifies the propagation problem completely.

The equivalent integral formulation is obtained by regarding
k

[ 1-

e (r)]u(~)

u(!)

u0 (~)

2
0

G0 (r,r 1 ) =

+

as a formal souree term;

k

2
0

J d r 1G0 (!,~ 1 )[1-E(î\)]u(r1 )
3

•exp(ik0 1'~-1 1 1y/4ttlt-~ 1 1

(2-4)

Note that the pseudo-souree term appears as a volume integral over the
dieleetrie region tagether with the creen's function factor G (~,t ).

0

In spite of the faet that [1-

E (~)]

1

has been assumed to be very smal!

it is net clear that this term is negligible, iudeed the main purpose
of this sectien is to eompute u~)-u (~) in a parameter regime where this
0

E.. • fli+IO

-- -- -z=O

Figure 1.

-- --

__...

The geometrical configuration: plane waves.

differenee is

E2t necessarily small. But for this very reasen the quali-

tative argument by which we disposed of the
18

depoiariza~ion

term becomes

suspect.

If, in fact, we had decided not to discard the righthand side

of (2·1) but regarded it as another pseudo-souree term we would have found
an

~

term in (2-4) of magnitude:

(2-5)

and it is perhaps less obvious that this term is negligible in comparison with the [1-

Ç ]

-

term in (2-4) because it, too, is a volume inte-

gral over a small quantity multipled by the Green's function.

Therefore,

more justification from a viewpoint of rigor is required for omission
of this term.

At present we simp1y drop this term and after obtaining

solutions to (2-4) wi11 check to see if this omission is consistent with
other approximations made.
Fraunhofer zone (L

Tatarski [1961, pp.62-63] discussas a

>> ld, L >> Àp, where p is a transverse dimension)

case for a layer with finite transverse dimensions and shows that (2-5)
represents an unimportant 1ongitudinal field component.

In much of the

existing 1iterature however little attention is given to this point.

2.2.

Pormulation Pbr A Uniform Random Continuurn

Unfortunately the structure of
and in situations

wh~ch

E (~)

in the layer is very complicated

are approximated by this idealization it can

vary unpredictably in time.

Therefore the goal of instantaneous cloaed-

form solutions must be considered beyond reach, and a statistica! description invoked in order to proceed beyond formal analysis.
In the literature two statistica! approaches have been followed.

The

first, by Twersky, et alii [1962a, 1962b, 1962c, 1963], rejects the concept of a smooth, continuous permittivity and introduces a microscopie
11

granularity." The problem of scattering from a unit (e.g. an electron)
19

is assumed to have been solved and a methodology is devised in order to
compute statistles of the single- and multiple-scattering contributtons
to the field at any point.

A by-product is the expression of the micro-

scopie quantities such as the mean refractive index in terms of the microscopie quantities (scattering amplitudes from electrons, etc.)
The secoud approach bypasses the problems of microscopie structure and
in it the scattering medium is considered as a contiuuous fluid.

This

approach has been reviewed by Keller [1964] and by Hoffman [1959, 1964],
and it is the one foliowed in this work.
it is assumed that
location

r

€(r,t) varies smoothly and slowly as a function of

and time t.

Conditions (2-2) introduce a criterion for defin-

ing "slow" spatlal variations.
in

In this random continuurn model

We mean specifically that time changes

e(r,t) at any location occur slowly compared to the transitiou-across-

the-layer time d/c.

It is then possible to sample "instantaneous" con-

figuratious by a sequence of quasi-harmonie high-frequency pulses
[Al'pert, 1963].
0

f configurat i ons

Each pulse samples a different memher of a time ensemble

e('r, t) .

Another assumption is that this ensemble is stationary [Lawsou and
Uhlenbeck, 1950] i.e., that the statistica! properties do notdepend on
a specific choice of the center of any sufficiently long averaging time
T.

A second, spatial, ensemble is formed by the values of

a functiou of 1ocation at one specific instant of time t.

E(r,t) as
In situatious

goverued by hydrodynamica! turbulence temporal changes of e(1,t) are
induced by flow of fluid or gas and it often seems reasonable to expect
the time- and space-ensembles to be similar.

Equivalence of these en-

sembles really should be proved by au ergodie or quasi-ergodie theorem
[Kb inch in, 1949]; for the purposes of this work it will be assumed that
both ensembles are stationary and equivalent.

There is then no need to

distinguish in notation between temporal and spatlal averages.

20

As a

specific example < u(r)

> may

be considered either as a time average of

the field, or as the spatial average at one instant of the field at all
locations of a sufficiently large surface area on a plane z=const.
A central assumption in this work is that the statistica! properties of
the field u(r) at z > d are determined to very good approximation by the

e:*cr 2 )

two-point correlation < E(r )
1
conjugate"; the second

> (an asterisk denotes "complex

is given an asterisk because this two-point

correlation is a special case of a more general, complex, form).

Argu-

ments supporting this assertion will be given in a consequent subsection.
The properties of the two-point correlation assumed throughout are the
following:
E(~)

(i):

< 5 e (~) >

ë[I+oe(r)]

(ii):

€

0

2

(2-6)

( iii):

where we use a short-hand vectorial notatien
ordinates x and y.
an average value

l

a fluctuating part

p

for the transverse co-

According to the first property the permittivity has
independent of location (spatial stationarity) and
5E (i).

Th~o<

quantity

can be unity or,

as in the cold-fluid one component plasma model [Bernstein, 1960] it
can be a quantity slightly different from unity.

In both cases, we can

write the differential equation (2.3) as fellows:

{t. + k 2 [I + 51! (~)]}u(~)

0
(2-7)

k

2

k

2
0

i

21

The integral formulation becotnes slightly more complicated when

l # 1.

We have two integral terms in (2-4) to keep track of, namely

(2-8)

When 11- Ë

l

<< 1 (strictly speaking ln (1- Ë ) << 0 is implied, since

is often - e.g. in a plasma- positive and it is not true that 0

<<

1)

the second integral is of a diffraction type that, quite conceivably,
could be

in comparison to the first one which represents

insignif~cant

the contributton from the random fluctuations, particularly if the width
d is large compared tb À.
in notation between k

0

when

E

= 1,

We shall ignore this term and not

and k.

distin~ûish

This is rigorously correct in two cases:

~ when~we replace free-space at z < 0 and z > d by an,

averaged medium with relativa permittivity
imation to O(kd)- 1 otherwise.

Ë; it is a good approx-

The integral formulation then reads:

(2-9)

The second proparty in (2-6) is a1so a consequence of spatial stationarity
of the medium, and
irregularities.

€

is the strength parameter of the f1uctuations or

The third proparty is a mathematica! expression of

this stationarity (we speak of a "uniform random" medium) in terros of
a speetral function (or Fourier transform) of the two-point correlation.
Since the two-point correlation in a uniformly random medium can depend
only on the difference coordinate 1 -~

1 2

e3 (K,K)

can be def;ned:

e3(K,K)

= -2 Jdzt.;p
E

, a normalized speetral function

w

f

d6z

< f>E (fl)

~(~2) > ei[K·~+Kë.z]
(2-10)

22

Carats denote unit vectors, and for convenianee we have assumed isotropy
of the two-point correlation in the transverse directions ~ and

9. . The

behavier of speetral functions such as this one is important in analyzing
hydrodynamic turbulence and the reader is referred to Batche1or [1953],
Lin [1961], or Wheelon [1959] for further discussion.
Instead of a full three-dimensional Fourier transform of the two•point
correlation, we introduced in

2

function ~ (K,óz).

(2~6)

only a partial transverse speetral

This great1y simp1ifies the analysis.

The fundamental

reasou is that we wi11 treat the case whieh eorresponds statistieally
to the condition (2-2) - scattering strongly favored in the forward direetion - and

2

..

~ (K,óz)

exploits this anisotropic property most fully.

It is helpful to introduce a Fourier ·transform of 8€ (~).

Strictly

speaking, transfarms of stoehastie quantities require extra care in their
definition because of mathematica! difficulties, as discussed by
Frisch [1966], and Hoffman [1959], but we have assumed

~

fluctuations.

for simplicity and therefore ean suffice with ordinary Riemann integrals:

Let
1J(K, z)
(2-11)

where 1J*(K,z>

= 1](-K,z>

if 8e

cluded from this treatment).

is a real function <lossy media are exDefinition (2-11) is still imprecise for

a class of interesting funetions (such as the simple trigonometrie
functions öt

~

sin K.'~) because the integral may not eonverge uni-

formly, but it can be given a physieally useful meaning for such functions,
e.g. by restricting the layer by large but finite bounds in the transverse
directions.

The following statistica! properties are a consequence of

(2-6):
(2-12)

23

The delta function in (2-12) is the two-dimensional Dirac distribution.
By Fourier-transforming

~

2

with respect to the relative variabie óz, we

3

obtain the three-dimensional spectrum ~ (K,K) defined in (2-10).
ferring to this definition, we see that

~

3

Re-

has the dimensions of a volume.

The nature of this volume is illuminated by the integrals
QO

p, 2
T

E-

2

f

2
d 6p

< 5€ (pl'O)

-oo

(2 -13)

00

f
The correlation length P,L expresses the decline in statistica! correlation in the direction of propagation, and P,T that in any transverse
direction (no preferred transverse direction when (2-10) valid).

In

order for (2-13) to hold for physically realizable situations, it is
necessary that the two-point correlation converge absolutely to zero as
6z-?

""•

and in particular that < 8E(r.. )oe* (r... ) >
1
2

be much less than
By

2

the same token, the parttal spectrum ~ (K,óz) must decrease to zero in
a meaningful fashion (e.g. more rapidly than óz
and a lso with K at least as K
necessary that ET

-2

when K > P,T

-1

-1

, R

) as óz

> P,L'

->

While it is not

"".

óz

-?

oo,

P,L (isotropy if so) it will be useful to denote

either length by just the letter P, (unless specific distinction between
both lengths is required).

The statistica! corollary to (2-2) can now

be formulated as
kt >> 1

and it is under

~

to (2-7) or (2-9).
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(2-14)

conditions that we now further analyze solutions

2.3.

The Bom Series In The Large Wavenumber Approximation

The integral formulation (2-9) is a convenient point of departure.
"contains

11

It

the boundary condition in the sense that u ('~) is the primary
0

wave observed at a location

r = (O,O,L)

with L > d (this primary wave

is the field observed under the same conditions with E

= 0)

diation condition by choice of outgoing Green 1 s function.

and the raFor simplicity

we assume that the primary field is a plane harmonie wave: u (1)
0

= exp(ikz).

We normalize the field u(~) to this primary field by defining
B(r)

= u(r)/u0 (~),

and obtain

This is an integral equation in the normalized field B(r).

When con-

vergence is guaranteed over a range of the parameters d and E an attempt can be made to obtain a so1ution through iteration.
00

B(1:)

=

L

n=o

Bn (~)

B ("r)

=1

Bn(r)

=m=~ [ -k2 Je
~ 3 rm'Go:m- 1 -~m)5 6 (Ï:m) J

0

(2-16)
, n

#

0

1

G(r-~')- G(r,~')e-ik(z-z')

~ !'7'~
r.

This series is the Neumann-Liouville expansion of the integral equation,
often referred to as the Born series in analogy to a similar expansion
of the time-independent Schrodinger equation in quanturn mechanics
[Morse and Feshbach, 1953, Ch. 9.3].

GCr"-r•)

The modified Green's function

serves as the "propagator" [Furutsu, 1963] of the integral equa-

tion for B(F) and -k

2

o 10 (r)

as the perturbation potential.

In analogy to similar procedures in quanturn field theories, diagramrnatic

25

representation of the terros B can be a very useful tool [Deschamps, 1963].
n

The simplest diagram reprasenting Bn is one in three-dimensional coordinate
Each of the n + 1 coordinates ~

space.

m

a dot) and each pair
n

= 8,

n = 5.

(rm- 1' r m)

is represented by a vertex (i.e.

is connected by a line as in fig. 2 for

The rules for reading these diagrams are very simple:

every line represents a propagator between two vertices, and every vertex

Figure 2.

Conventional diagramrnatic representations of B (r) and B (r).
8
5

a dielectric perturbation.

Integration is performed over all possible

locations of the vertices, except

r.

A significant feature of the large wavenumber case expreseed by (2·2)

or (2-14) is the overriding importance of diagramsin which rm-1-rm
~
makes only a small angle .:fi. (k.e) -1 with -rm -rm+l
in contributing to Bn ('f).

Since any Bn -diagram represents n successive
rl to

r,

11

scatterings 11 from rn through

this implies that only small-angle scatterings contribute ap-

preciably to Bn(r).

What is meant precisely by these statements?

us single out the contributton of the m-th scattering in (2-16).

Let
The

factors involved are

k

4! 3

d r "\!(..
li r
m

m- 1

f 3 "' . . . .

.. ) 8€ (..r )
-r
m
m

d r

m- 1

In the applications of this work the quantity
26

.

G(r -rm+ )Bt: (r + )
m
1
m 1

êE(~m)

(2-17)

will always appear

in at least a two-point correlation as in (2-6).
3

range of integration of d r

m

Therefore the effective

will be a volume of the order of the third

power of a correlation length except, possibly, at the boundaries.
t:lith this in mind we define

r'

=

rm-1-rm and rewrite the factor.s of the

above expression pertaining to the m-th scattering, keeping rm-1 and
rm+l fixed:

This expression can be rewritten with the aid of cylindrical coordinates
x'

=p

cos~,

y1

=p

sin~,

z'

= z,

and of the partial transform (2-11):

l

e

-iK·<iJm-1 -"P>

...

TJ(K,zm-l-z)

The bounds of these integrations are implied by the remarks following
(2-17).

For largek- the case in question- the method of stationary

phase [Erdelyi 1956] gives an estimate of the main contribution.

For

the above integral the oscillatory phase function determining this contribution is
ljl(p)

kV'p2+z2'

and this "phase" is stationary at ~/op

0, i.e. at

(2-18)

According to this asymptotic method only those values of p in the immediate vicinity of ps contribute importantly to the integrand and the
error is of order of the inverse strength parameter of the phase function
t(p).

We have already demanded of T)(K,zm-l-z) that it be appreci~ble
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...

on1y for va1ues of K with lengtbs not great1y exceeding t

-1

This con-

dition, through application of (2-12), can be trans1ated into an appro-

2

priate condition such as ~ (K,6z) cC (Kt) -n with n

>

3 when K

> t- 1 .

2
Restrietion of the d K integra1 to a volume in K-space several times t- 3
will then induce an error of O(kt) - 1 [ this notation means "order (ke) - 111 ]
at worst.

But we canthen approximate p

6

in (2-18) by the va1ue
(2-19)

P "" Kz + O(kt) -2
s

k

0 and Kc,.., .€

and since K can take effective va1ues between K
fo11ows that p

6

takes values between ps

0 and p ,_, (kt) -l.
s

-1

it

We can

now state more precisely:
Statement A:

In the general n-th order term Bn' the principal

contributions of the m-th scattering (m* n) come from diagrams in which the m-th vertex lies within a cy1indrica1 cone
with apex at -rm_ and half-angle ~(kt) -1 . Contributions
1
of other 1ocations of t are of O(k.€)-1 or smaller.
m

The last part of Statement A follows from an estimate of the magnitude
of 1jl(p).

Since p .:fi l it follows that 1jl(p)

4

kt; the asymptotic expansion

1
justifying the stationary phase approximation is therefore in O(k.e)- •
These derivations lack mathematica! rigor but according to Erdelyi
[1956, p. 52] proper mathematica! formulation even of stationary phase
expressions is in itself a farmidabie problem.

For examp1e, we made use

of the properties of ~(K,6z) in the two-point correlation without arguing that two-point correlations are essentially the main contributors to
any statist ie of B(r).

In section 4.1 we will show that under approxima-

tions made as a lemma of Statement A the contributions of the remaining terms
are essentially from regions where the n-point corre1ation can be factorized into a product of two-point correlations.

These remaining terros

are the contributions from small-angle scattering diagrams (see section 4.1)
28

so that, strictly speaking, it has not been proven that the same factorization holds for the discarded large-angle scattering diagrams.

However, the

nature of the reduction to two-point correlation factors implies that
this is also valid forthese diagrams.
The examples in fig. 2 illustrate some of these points.

The first diagram

is a small-angle scattering contributton to B • The second, contributing
8
to B ,, a large-angle scattering from
5

t4

to t

3

and therefore at least one more

since the vertices must all be connected in deseending order.

As a con-

sequence, the discarding of such diagrams implies an inaccuracy of
O(k.e)

-2 , i.e.
Statement B:

Restrietion to smali-scattering diagrams implies
an inaccuracy in B (1) of O(k$)- 2 at worst.
n

The Born series (2-16):can he castinto a form that will enable us to
exploit fully the advantages offered by Statements A and B.

We rewrite

(2-7) as if it were a formal one-dimensional differenttal equation in
2
the variabiezand as i f -k oe..(r)u(r) is a formal souree term:

(::

2

.» 2) u(~,z)

+ k2

j) =

=

r·

2
-k oa (t,z)u(p,z)

+

k_, (:, +

::,)r

(2-20)

Still normalizing the solution to u (r) = exp(ikz) as before, and under
0

the same boundary conditions we can reeast this differenttal equation
into its
u(z)
of

~ormal

= -fdz 1

2

2

one-dimensional integral formulation; consiclering that

cp(z )[exp(ik:i) lz-z I>J 2ik:i> constitutes the formal solution
1
1

(d /d~+k ~l)u(z)

=

~(z)

that satisfies the radiation condition at

29

Inside the parentheses, the

transve~se

coordinates are x 1 ,y and all opera1

tions are to be performed on these ~ -coordinates befare setting
The transverse operator

D(p)

1

p1 ~ p.

seems first to have been recognized as a

useful tool in extending ge01netrical opties calculations by Bre!lllller [_1964b].
The use of such operators, and the meaning of forma! derivations such as
the above have been discuseed recently by Felsen and Marcuvitz [1966].
Upon iterating (2-21) we again obtain all the termsof the Bom series.
The n-th iteration can be written upon replacing 5& by the partial transform

~

via the inverse of (2-11), and upon collecting all the factors

exp(-iK •p) together:

..

m

B (1)
n

-i

dz

1

exp

I

ik-

nm=l

0

0

x

---fdz ; ~
81! 2

2

...

d Km~(Km,zm)

e

ik[jz

m- 1

Jl

-z

m

IJl m-(zm- 1 -zm)]

I
x

m

(2-22)

[-i t~ •plJ
j=l j

[ 1-k -

2

n

(

j~ tj)

2]~

It is this form of the series, under the conditions (2-14) that we wi11
investigate and attempt to sum statistically.

The question of converganee

of random series has been discussed by Hoffman [1959] who argues that
converganee of< B B * > is a sensible requirement.
0 0

ceiv~ble

B (~)

n

It is quite con-

that convergence in this sense might be "delayed 11 because the

grow initially as a function of n, but then decrease sufficiently

rapidly to ensure mean square convergence after n increases beyend some
specific value.

Thus a test of only a few terms might be very mis lead-

ing.

2.4.

The Narrow-Cone Approximation In The Bom Series

Two approximations in (2-22) follow directly from the previous
30

considerations:
i)

The operator ;{)

dJ'
m

m

may be replaced by
in ehe denominator

1

(2-23)
because the lengths of veetors
ii)

Kj

are essentially 6, .e-l

The upper bound of the dzm-integral is essentially zm-l (for
m = 1, ----, n; z

0

= d).

This follows from Statements A and B.

Physically this amounts to the neglect of back-scattering contributions.
The approximations are obviously valid for small integers m.
about large values of m, e.g.,

m~

k.C?

But what

In that case the sum vector

n

~

Kj can add up to lengths of order k in certain directions, and the

j=n-m

first appróximation might not be valid.
cumulative angle
anymore.

me

Likewise, when m > k.C the

of m successive scatteringa is not necessarily small

So further discussion of these approximations .for largem is

required.
N

Define the partial sum SN

=~

it will be true that S-SN

= O(N -1 ),*"""'in

Bm. When the series converges, and it
m=o
is assumed that this is the case, lim SN = S. For sufficiently largeN

2
large number (k.e) .

particular when N approaches the

Let us indicate the quantities Bm' SN, S with a

"''

prime as Bm'• SN'' S1 , etc. !.!!ll approximating /,'"'\
~m by d-./m as in
2
(2-23). For N > (k.C) and for N << k.C we already know that SN-SN'
We have yet to show that this is also the case for

k.C~

.

= O(kt)

2

N << (k.C) :

The N-th term of (2-22) can be written formally as

(2-24)
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~

•

We suppress the dependenee of P and F upon the z-coordinates*) in this notation since the following argument is valid for any choice of z -----zN
1

.

for which the integrand contributes appreciably to BN.
.

We realize that

~

1

P(K ,----,~)

~

decreasas rapidly -e.g. more rapidly than Kj

increases above the value P, -l, and introduce the sumvectors

-as Kj

~m = 1....
~'tJ..

2 2 m
The l)m are then square roots of the simple functions 1 -Km /k • Let us

re gard the dependenee u pon sumvector
is poor unless
later for

Km

K1

has a length K << k.

with m > 2

walk considerations.

-

we assume that
vector Kj

K

m

K: 1 •

provided

J) N t

The argument can be repeated

m small enough for random-

By the time · m becomes toa large for that,

<<keven when

(Kj.~j)

The approximation 'J) N =

IK"m I ""

1

(N-m).e- •

The two-dimensional

in polar coordinates can also be considered as a phasor

with modulus Kj and phase ~j'

The quantity ~is then determined by the

2N-dimensional integral (2-24) where each length Kj is in essence re•
stricted to values K. < 2

-1

J

angles

~j

occur equally probably and therefore l)<j can add up to

lengtbs between 0 and N2
If K

=

All values between 0 and 2n: of the phase

•

I ~1j I

-1

j

even when all Kj have the fixed length

Jl,

-1

•

is a fixed length, what fraction of the total 2N-

dimensional integration volume of (2-24) contributes to BN?
to this question is the same as the probability of finding

The answer

~~j{j I=

K

J

after N steps in the two-dimensional random walk problem with P(K) the
probability of finding the length K in one step.

Lawson and Uhlenbeck

[1950, p. 51] discuss this problem, originally treated by Rayleigh, and
derive the probability density W(K) associated with this integration
volume fraction:

1
2
2
--=---.::
:--exp(-K /N < K >]
2

W(K)

n:N < K

<

2
K

>

.

f

=

>

2
2
dK K P(K) c.-, t -

(2-25)

0

*)of course, this
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z~dependence

must be home in mind in

in~erpreting

(2-22).

Clearly an appreciable fraction of the integration volume is obtained
2
2
_only for K ~ N < K

>, i.e. K2 Ä N.e -2 . We have already explained that
.

we need look only at values of N << (k.e)

2

= O(N

since SN-SN'
2

establishes validity of our approximations for N > (kt) •

-1-

) already

Consequently

we see that an appreciable fraction occurs only when K2 <<(kt) 2 .e -2 , i.e.
2
2
when K << k .

Since the function F has the nature of a complex expon-

ential with modulus equal or less than unity the integrand in regions
2
2
outside K << k is not drastically larger per unit volume than it is
2
2
inside K << k .' Consequently we may neglect integration regions that
are only a small fraction of the total 2N-dimensional volume.

Therefore

2
2
K << k essentially in all integration regions of importance in which
~I
2
~
is legitimate to O(k.€)- • Large
case the approximation :J)
m

m

cumulative angle scattering is excluded by the very same considerations.
An apparent flaw in this argument is the fact that the factors

the denominator of (2-22) have been ignored.

_.

J)

m

in

These give rise to singu-

larities when the Kj add up to a vector of length k, and thus might render
the above argument invalid.

In order to retain a sensible physical in-

..

terpretation of (2-22) the principal value is implied. It can be seen

..

that the singularities do not contribute appreciably by transforming K's
~

to coordinates K -----KN thus transforming the product of differentlal
1
2...
2....
areas to d K 1 ---~d KN.
This completes the essence of demonatrating the validity of the approximations (2-23) to O(k.€)-

2

and we thus reduce (2-22) to:

B (~)
n

x
(2-26)

x

n
TI

m=l

Iik f2
-

81! 2

-e 2k
d K ~ ,z )
m m m
i

lJ~K.

(n )2
j

1: K.

m J

(z

m-1

-z )

m

n _., ...
-i J; K •p

I
e

1

j
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The approximations are essentially those obtained by expanding the modified

-... .

Green's functions G(rm_ 1 -rm) around the axial direction.

This corresponds

1

to Chernov s [1960] narrow-cone approximation, obtained by utilizing a
form of Statement B, and his forms can he retrieved from (2-26) for B1 (!)
by inverting the step from (2-21) to (2-22).
In spite of the fact that

~ << k 2 in all esaenttal contributions arising

from the integrand in (2-26) there is still the que.stion of phase errors
2
due to neglecting higher orders in K2/k when approximating
A

1

:U m

by

JJ m

typical neglected phase factor is
exp

rié3 (z
l-Sk

m-1

-z )
m

J
(2-27)

obtained from the binomial expansion of

'jJ

m

,e it is not clear that this phase factor is unity to

Unless zm_ 1 -zm

~

2
O(U) - •

.. ...

Ultimately we will show for all applications of (2-26) that

each exponent iKi·Kj/k is multiplied by a lengthof order t at most,
and therefore a very smal! quantity compared to 2ni.

It is not obvious

4

that the same argument can he extended to the terros of K as in (2-27)
and therefore we should at least require that

K4

l d <<
k3

1.

(2-28)

or

a width restrietion which is associated with the sagittal approximation
[Hufnagel and Stanley, 1964] in opties.

Later we show that this is not

a severe restrietion of our parameter regime.
Finally, one more point concerning the use of (2-26) must be made.
it stands, expression (2·26) has been derived for any point
34

1

As

beyond the

layer, i.e. z

> d. However the derivation is also valid for z < d

provided the upper bound of the .dz 1 integration be z, not d.

Bremmer

[1964b] discusses the size of backscatter contributions at z < d from
the medium beyond z, even when d is very large.

He finds negligible

1
backscatter contributions of O(kd)- , but the approximations seem to rule
out diffusion of electromagnetic energy back to the surface z

= 0,

and

consequently the width d must probably remain restricted to sizes compatible with ignoring diffusion leakage.

Again, this is not a severe

restrietion of the parameter regimes of interest (since diffusion leakage occurs only when d becomes of the order of a large distance D ~ te
see section 4.1),

-2

3.

3.1.

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS AND SINGLE SCATTERING SOLUTIONS

Geometrical Opties

For extremely large wavenumbers k (high-frequency m) it is customary to
compute the ensuing small changes in the free-space quantities by means
of geometrica1 opties techniques.

In the geometrical optical regime,

the wave front remains smooth on a scale comparable with the wavelength
and ray tracing procedures [Kerr, 1951] can be employed.

The geometrica1

optica1 approximation is discussed extensively elsewhere [Born & Wolf,
1959; Bremmer, 1958; Kay and Kline,· 1963; Luneburg, 1964].

The conditions

(2.14) are necessary for geometrica1 opties in a random continuurn but
not sufficient.

oC.

Jl')

Not on1y must the refractive index (in this case

be close to unity and slowly varying, but also the fractional

change in spacing by the neighboring rays must be small compared to unity
[Kerr, 1951, pp. 57-58].
in fig. 3.

This latter condition has a meaning illustrated

Rays are diffracted in this medium by lens-like effects from

regions with volumes of O(t 3 ) and a ray diffracted at an edge of such
a

11

blob" will interseet the central axis at a distance

z. ; ,

2

t /X since

Therefore if we set d << kt 2 it is

z sin(X/l) ~ t [Wheelon, 1959].

highly unlikely that rays will meet and rays can be properly

11

traced".

Inserting this condition into (2-26) we note that all of the exponentlal
factors in parentheses are unity to

O('d/kJ!~); therefore upon applying

the inverse transferm corresponding to (2-11) we obtain

z

B(1)
11.

zl

zn-1

=/ I ---I
dz 1

0

dz 2

0

z

~1 !!i2 8,! <'t ' zm)

dznm=

0

. !~ r~kldz'eént,z•)r

(3-1)

0

These forma for B (r) ar~ identical as can be checked fr~m the recurrence
n
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~

relation valid for each: àB /dz
n

ikoe (p,z)Bn-l'

This leads immedi-

ately to the well-known result
z

B(~)

expük

J

dz'ot

(~,z')]

(3-2)

0

also known as the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillauin (WKB) approximation [Schiff,

1955, pp. 184-193].
2
[kt >> d, kt >> 1,

Note that to this order of approximation

<< 1] it is only the phase that is modified and

that this phase can be computed by assuming rectilinear propagation
through the irregularities.

Figure 3.

Lens-like diffraction of rays by cohet:ent regions ~

.e 3 ,

In this approximation, the statistica! properties of the field u(r) are
fully determined by the phase integral in the exponent of (3-2); this
integral will tand to a gaussian random variable by virtue of the central. limit theorem [ Hofstatter, 1964] when z

>>

J,.

~or

example, the average
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ik
field < u(i) > can be computed (when z > d) by utilizing < exp[r2
k
2
exp[- 8 < t >] i f t gaussian. Since

tJ > =

as can be checked with the aid of (2-6), ignoring boundary effects of
~ (K,O)

3

O(t/d), it follows upon invoking the. isotropy of

in the x, y di-

rections (we drop the vector notation pn K accordingly) that:

(3-3)

where the quantity

a, which will figure prominently throughout this work,

is given by:

e2~3(i{,K)

.

=

f_..,

d2t:;,p

.f

_..,

{3-4)
dAz C(Ap,&:)

ei(K·Sp

+ K&:)

c{óP,&:) is the inverse Fourier transferm of ~3 (K,K), i.e. the correlation function of the dielectric permittivity fluctuations.

The secend

relationship in (3-4) shows that the integral in a is of the order of
the logitudinal correlation length tL, (which we do not show in the
notation).

The important point to be msde is that the parameter a con-

tains the strength e2 of the fluctuations in 8

t;

(r) and it can therefore

be chosen independently of the critica! distance d
tics.

go

= ki 2

of geometrical op-

This leads to an observation which at first sight seems rather curieus:

it is possible within the framewerk of the derivation of (3-2) that ad> 1,
therefore that the average field < u(r)
primary field u (t) in strength~
0
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>

be appreciably less than the

This in spite of the fact that the

instantaneous amplitude ju(r)j

=1

2
to O(d/kt ).

The explanation lies

in the fact that ad is a measure of the mean square phase; consequently
when ad < 1, the root mean square (rms) phase-correction is less than
2~.

whereas ad> 1 implies that the rms phase-correction is more than

one period.

As a

co~sequence,

there is effective cancellation of field

strength through phase interference in < u(~)

>. This average field is

the field that would be observed in a system macroscopie compared to the
fluctuations, i.e. a system in which all scalelengths are much larger
thsn t, and all relaxation times much greater than a typical fluctuation
period.

The coherent field< u(~)

> is

to u(~) what the macroscopie

electric field of Lorentz (1953] is to his microscopie fields due to point
charges.

Ament [1960] bas pointed out that < u(t)

> can b~

measured,

even in a system that is not macroscopie in the above sense, by an interferometry technique.

The principle involved is the correlation (''beating")

of u(r) with u0 *{r) and the average of this correlation is proportional
to <u(~)
On

>.

the other hand, the average energy density - which is proportional

to < u*(~)u(t)

>

fÓr the scalar equation - [Keller, 1964) - is steady

(i.e. non-fluctuating):

< B*(~)B(t) >

=1 +

O(kt)-2

This result is correct to O(kt)-

2

(3-5)

and independent of O(d/kJ 2 ) as we show in

section 4.2, but at present we will accept it only for kt 2
energy density is unchanged.

d.

So the average

How can that he reconciled with (3-3) and

the above discussion of the coherent wave?

The answer lies in recogniz-

ing that the instantaneous energy density is lu 0
is the same).

~

2

1

(obviously its average

The phase fluctuations are not felt in the energy density.
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3.2.

Single Scattering

As we deseend the frequency scale, the parameter d

go

= kE 2 will decrease;

at a lower range of frequencies it is conceivable that d go < d and the
geometrical optica! approximations are no langer valid because eaustics
and ray crossings have occurred in the medium.

If, however, the fluctuation

strength is weak, the resulting weak changes in amplitude can be computed
in the single scattering approximation.

In the formal Born series,{2-16)

this assumption amounts to approximating the series by the first two terms

(3-6)

If, indeed, the cut-off is justified, then the remaining terms are of
much smaller magnitude in

€

1

than B (~). at least in a statistica! sense.

This statement is the justification often given in the literature, but
we will see that it needs closer examination.

Accepting it as true for

the moment we see that to the same order of approximation

(3-7)

Introducing the notation A(r), A (r) for the amplitudes and ~(~), ~ ~)
0

0

for the phases of u(r), ~(r) respectively we recognize from (3-7) and
the substitution B(r}·= u(r)/u (r) into lnB(r) that:
0

(3-8)
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where Blr'Bli are the real, imaginary parts of B1 and where 5A = A-A0
5~

~~ •

0

,.

Since B r(r) is assumed to be small under the approximation
1

we expand the logarithm and have retained only its first term in (3-8).
These expresslons relate the relative amplitude and phase fluctuations to
the integral B (ï).
1

Under these circumstances the statistfes of u(r) are

fully described by the gaussian functions Blr and B (which have zero mean)
11
and thus by the three correlations < B1rBlr
[Lawson & Uhlenbeck, 1950].
to O(kE)

-2

>, <

B11B11 >, and < B1 rBli >

These three correlation are easily computed

and we quote results attributed to Obukhov [Chernov, 1960,

Part II, Eqs. 159, 160, 171]

. 22/
00

<

2

dKK~

> = !L.!!s,_
lr
16ll

B

3

(K 0) [ 1-F(K) J

'

0

[l+F(K)]

F(K)

G(K)

(3-9a)

sin[K2L/k] - sin[K2(L-d)/k]
2
K d/k

(3-9b)

2
cos[K2 (L-d)/k] - cos[K L/k]
2
K d/k

A short comment on the derivation is given in section 3.4.

Wheelon

[1957] uses approximations slightly different and therefore obtains
scattering filter functions F and G of a different functional form, but
the differences are not appreciable numerically.

In (3-9a) the F-function

is subtracted for amplitude fluctuations and added for phase fluctuations
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to unity.
when L
i) d

d:

=

«

Some interesting, well-known limiting cases fellow from (3-9b)

d

go

In this case - known as the Fresnel region in analogy with optical imaging
[Bremme~, 1964b] -we find since K2d/k < d/d go << 1:
O(d/d

go

)3

(3 -lOa)

which, when substituted into (3-9a), hearing (3-4) in mind, gives:

(3-lOb)

where a is the quantity defined in (3-4).
. in (3-lOb) need further comment.
tien 2.2 it is conceivable that

The last dimensional forms

Under the conditions stated in subsec~ (K,O)

3

may not fall off sufficiently
.
2
rapidly to enable a meaningful result for < Blr >; the fifth moment in

K may diverge.

Under actual conditions of turbulence [e.g. Tatarski,

1961] matters are different.

The spectrum is in essence given as a func3
tion of K rising from ~ .. 0 at K .. 0 to some value of O(Jl ) where Jl

3

is the outer scale of turbulence, then decaying as K~ up to a value
K ~ Jl

-1
0

where Jl

0

is the much smaller inner scale of turbulence, there-

after decaying much more rapidly, perhaps exponentially [Hinze, 1959].
Under these circumstances

15

f

•

= dl<K5~3(K,O) «:
0

When m > 6 we find r
42

5

cC Jl-3 in agreement with (3-lOb).

When m • 6 we

get a logarithrnic form which we shall not discuss.
[(i/~)
0

6-m

t

-3

When m < 6 we obtain

]. This latter case is notacademie since the often
'

quoted Kolmogorov spectrum [Tatarski, 1961] corresponds to m

= 11/3.

We then find

(3-lOc)
2
By expanding the sin(K d/k) into higher order terms one can check that
this procedure is uniformly convergent, therefore valid.

The result

2
(3-lOc) seems to suggest that < Blr > can he large when ad << 1, d << dgo'

because t >> t .
0

However, this formula holds only when ad and d/d

sufficiently small to ensure < Blr
ii)

d

»

d

2

go

are

> << 1.

go

In the Fraunhofer regime - as this· case is referred to - F(K) is a rapidly
oscillating function, thus negligible, and one finds

< B1r 2 > = < B11. 2 >=ad + O(d go /d)

(3-11)

The cross-correlation < Blr Bli > is negligibly small in both limiting
cases d << d go and d
d

V?

d

go

>>

It is harder to predic~ the behavier for

dgo

However, the oscillatory nature of the scattering filter

functions tend to interact with physical spectra (e.g. monotonically de.creasing power law functions of K in the inertial turbulence subrange)
so that < Blr

2

> and <

Bli

2

>

sweep in more or less monotonic fashion

from one limit to the other as d go /d sweeps from values small to values
large compared to unity.

Therefore, through the entire region we have

(3-12)
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This is certainly verifiable for a number of simple mathematica! spectra
such as the gaussian [Wheelon, 1959].

The parameter 2 ad is a measure

of the convergence of the first few terms of the Born series.

Mintzer

[1953] has shown this by computing the ratio of < B B
2 2
and demonstrating that it is essentially 2ad.
The results (3-10)-(3-12) prove that it is proper to use the first Born
approximation (which amounts to excluding processes corresponding to two
or more scatterings) when the

sguare change .!.!:!.
2
< 5~ > implies a small value of 2ad.

~ ~

2
in fact, a small value of< B >
11

~

By the same token the root mean square change in amplitude is smaller.
However, care must still he exercised in employing the Born approximation.
2
Even when <Bi><< 2ad we cannot just state that (3-6) or (3-7) is a

good approximation to B(~) without specifying in which sense this is the
case.

For instance, it is well known that energy conservation is violated;

2
(3-6) would predict that < B(f) > is a quantity greater than unity.

The

error in judgement is based upon the fact that
(3-13)

and we have cavalierly discarded B +B +--- in (3-6) without checking to
2 3
see if this is valid in (3-13).

In chapter 4 we will show that 2 < B r >
2

2

is of the same order as < B > and thus we certainly cannot neglect it
1
in (3-13).
of

2

IB 1 !

The same holds true for other terros in higher order moments

; therefore the meaning of (3-6) or (3-7) with respect to ampli-

tude changes in u(r) is unclear.

The trouble is that B(r) represents

an uncollimated field in the forward direction and therefore interference
effects of the primary wave with energy scattered out of and into the
primary wave are included [Schiff, 1955, pp. 101-102).
mix~

These interierences

orders in the Bom series as we see from (3-13); the 2N-th order

processes mterfere with tbe primary wave to the same order in 2ad as the
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N-th order scattering contributions to the energy density, etc.

For

this reasou a different ordering of the terms in the Born series is re-

>>

quired in the k2

1 approximation and that is one of the goals of the

HFPM expansion in chapter 4.
In non-forward directions, collimated fields are usually considered and
the first Born approximation has a more physical meaning.
with the point of observation
making an angle

e with

Taking (3-6)

t asymptotically far away in a direction
A

~

k (represented by unit vector kf, we find a spherr.

ical wave traveling in the direction kf with its field given by

in the single-scattering approximation.

....

The vector K c
5

difference between two veetors each of magnitude k

..... .....

= k-kf

is the

~ ro/c; one in the

direction of incidence and one in the radial direction defined by
(there is polar symmetry).

e

Volume V is a cylindrical section of the layer

with area A on the planes z ; const.

The average energy flux per unit

solid angle, expressed as a cross-section Q, flowing in this radial direction is given by Q(O)

=4nr 2 lu

2

SC

(o)i /

2
Iu j , yielding
0

Q(O)

(3-14 1 )

4

2

k d€ A \!i (K

411'

3

)
SC

The total energy scattered in this approximation from V is the integral
of Q(o) over all solid angle directions
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J

d.Q Q(B)

Qsc

=

édi
4
1(

1
2n

0

J

d~

desine IP3(Kse ) '

0

For isotropie situations IP is a function only of K c
3
8
thus we find upon transforming from

e

2ksin

21 e,

and

to K ~ Ksc

2ad + O(kt) - 2

The upper integration limit 2k can be replaced by

ro

(3-14)

since in this case

IP (K,O) = IP (K) and since IP has decreased to a very small value at
3
3
3
K = 2k and then decreases very rapidly.

The ratio t:Q c repreaenting
8

the fractional flux scattered by a smal! volume is just the parameter
2ad [Salpeter & Treiman, 1964].

< B1B1* >

=

2ad;

into the receiver

It follows from (3-9a) that

consequently the amount of energy singly scattered

r on

the average from off-axis positions is just

equal to the average loss of energy out of the unit area section of the
layer at the axis of the receiver by single scattering.

Also, the fact

that 2o:d must be small means that the flux scattered out of the beam
must be a small fraction of the available energy.

[Bremmer, 1964a].

Parameter RegimesForA Random Continuurn (kt>> 1)

3.3.

The geometrica1 opties and single scattering solutions do not have
parameter regimes of validity that coincide.
the former requires d
(2a)

-1

=

<< dgo ánd the latter d << (2a) -1 • The distance

dB is thus a mean free path measure of the single scattering

(or Born) approximation while d
WKB approximation is valid.

4'6

Indeed, we have seen that

go

=

kt

2

is one for regions where the

The fact that the width d appears linearly in the essential parameters
give rise to a useful two-dimensional parametrie representation: a plot
of width d versus strength €.
k2

This plot, restricted in validity to

>> 1, is shown in fig. 4 for kt

~

2 (which can be sketched easily al-

though this is nota sufficiently high value of k2).
ordinate to correspond toe

-2

/2,

We have chosen the

the inverse square strength, because

the parameter regions are then bounded by straight lines with intersections at axial distauces that are powers of kt.

In order to give a

precise meaning to t in fig. 4 we refer to definition (3-4) and define

(3-15)

t

I

liJ

FRESNELIFRAUNHOFER

"ZONE/
Figure 4.

A graphical representation of scattering parameter regions
determined by simultaneous values of width d and strength 4
(sketched for

kt~

2).
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With this definition, we have, in view of (3-4), dB
is sketched in fig. 4 according to this parametrie combination.

Regions

·I

and III

correspond to the geometrical opties region, while regions

I

and II

correspond to the single scattering or Born approximations.

This representation makes clear that these approximations do not coincide
in their regimes of validity:
Region I

d << d

go

and d << dB

In this region both approximations are valid.
Region II :

d

>

d

go and d << dB

In this region the first Born approximation is valid but, although the scattering is weak, ray tracing is not valid. It lies in the so-called Fraunhofer
region.
Region III:

d

>> d go but d > dB

In this region the scattering is too streng for Born approximation but,
in the sense discussed in 3 subsectien 3.1, the WKB expression for the
phase leads to sensible answers.
Discussion of region IVandof the line D

= iE-2 /2

will be postporred to

sectien 4.1 where the multiple scattering expansion has been expounded.
3 4
sagittal approximation implies d << k t and therefore a vertical line
d/t

=

(kt)

3

restrietion

has been sketched in fig. 3 as a bound.
€

4

>>

2
(kt) , represented by excluding the area under the

2
horizontal line e- 12

3.4.

Furthermore, the

(kt)

2

is required (see subsectien 4.1).

The Scattering Filter Functions

Formulas (3-9) are most easily derived from application of (2-21) upon
setting B(r)
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1 in the integral thus giving an explicit integral for

The

(3-16)

can he reduced in the narrow-cone approximation, which we discuss more
fully in conneetion with spherical waves - see (6·9) and (6-10) - and
which corresponds to (2-23), to give

ik
2

B (r)
1

J

dzl {exp

0

~~

(z-z 1

)t>J 5 t

(f, 1 ,z 1 ) }

~pl=p~
(3-17)

c,l =èlt?Jxl2

+

<h?Jyl 2

In forming the two-point correlations of (3-9a) we substitute the above
expression and replace the two-point correlation < 56 0\,z )5i (i5 2 ,z ) >
1
2
The operators~ and ~ canthen be
2
2
seen to he effectively equal to -K , and they may he replaced by -K ,

by the righthand side of (2-6iii).

after which we set

p1 = r2

=

p.

The remaining dz

1

and dz

2

integrations

are carried out by transformation to the new variables Clz = z -z and
1 2

1 2

Z = ~z +z ).

2

Since ~ (K,Clz) decreases rapidly with lt>zl we may ignore

boundary effects and integrate over Clz from

j{~ 2 (K,Clz)

dClz by

~3 (K,O).

~

This latter function is assumed to be isotropie

2
in the x and y directions, consequently d K
0 to oo.

to +M which replaces

2~KdK with K integrated from

Thus the results'(3-9) are obtained.
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4.

HFPM RESULTS VAUD IN MULTIPLE SCATIERING REGIMES

So far, the solutions to the scalar wave equation in a random cont:inuum
have been obtained under approximations restricting the validity to parameter regimes I, II, and III of fig. 4.

It is true, in a sense, that

region III does not reprasent single scattering because 2ad > 1 in that
region, yet we have seen that in fact the modification of the plane wave
is then just a random phase that can be larger thari 2n and that, on the
average, leads to a coherent wave of reduced amplitude.

In this sectien

we develop solutions based on (2-26) which are also valid in region IV
and which reduce to those of sectien 3 in the other regions.

_..,."........

/

,."..

/

/

/
/

I

ó
Figure 5.
4 .1.

/

{

/

//

/

/

/

/

--,..,..---

/

/

I

/

I

I

,..

,..

/

/

/

/

/

/

i

The basic B -diagram.
4

The Coherent Wave

As discussed at the end of sectien 3.1, the coherent wave is an effective

macroscopie field which can be measured by interferometry techniques.
field is < u(r)

> and

it is determined in terms of the normalized quanti·

2:

00

>. :çn order to compute < B ('f) > we
n
·
n
introduce a diagram representation related to fig. 1.
In fig. 5

ties by < B(r)

>=

This

m~

<

B ('r)

we have sketched a contribution to < B
4

> which can be most easily explained

in termsof (2-26).

The diagram consistsof a straight horizontal line

running from vertex 0 to z

=d

with the coordinates z 1 , z 2 , ---, zn

spaeed in sequence inbetween .

= 1,

From each vertex zm(m

---, n) a

....

dasbed line repreaenting Km is sketched extending upwards and to the
right beyoud z

= d.

The contribution (2-26) can be read off such a dia-

gram as follows:
i) Each interval zm_ 1-zm (m

= 1,----,n)

represents a factor

n_.

Thej~Kj

as in parentheses in (2-26).

is the sum

of all K·lines in the interval.
{4-1)
ii) Each vertex zm represents an integration of·dzm from 0
to zm-l (m"

= l,"·,n

For simplicity we set

= d).

and z 0 = z

p = 0,

thus dropping the last factor in (2-26);

This is not a restriction.
In order to compute < B (r) > the properties of the n-point correlation
n

must be tractable.

Fora multivariate gaussian distribution of the ran-

dom quantities BE(r ) this is the case; the n-point correlation can
m

then be expressed solely in termsoftwo-point correlations [Furutsu, 1963]:
0

for n

2N+l
(4-2)

N

TI < 8 i (r ')5
P(n) m=l
m

= Z

e (F

")

m

> for n = 2N

Each term in the sum consists of N factors such that each coordinate
appears in only one
of the factors.

(2N-l)~!

5~.

No two terms are identical except for sequence

Since there are
=

(2N)!/2~!

different permutations of coordinate pairs in ~ ----r2N there are (2N-l)!!

1

terms on the righthand side of {4-2).
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Actually the property (4·2) can be argued to hold for a much wider class
of permittivity fluctuations when occurring in integrals such as (2-16)
under the following premises:
a)

The integrand of B N is negligible unless the vector
2
...liil.

......

rm+l-rm makes a small angle of order (kt)

b)

-1

....

......

with rm-rm-l

Only those regions in the 6N-dimensional integration region
3
3
d r ----d r N of the integral in (2-16) and (2-26) contribute
1
2
significantly to < B2N > and other statistles in which
every coordinate ~ m lies within a correlation length ~

......

of at least one ether coordinate r
c)

m

•

In cluster regions of m-coordinates (i.e. regions in which
all m-coordinates can be linked by at least one chain of
veetors in which each link is not longer than a correlation length

~)

the m-point correlation is not drastically

different in value from any product of two-point correlations.

Statement C:

Under the above premises a, b, c, the n-point

correlation of Be in < Bn > and higher moments of Bn has the
multivariate gaussian property (4-2).
The. argument in favor of this statement is as fellows:

Outside the

cluster-regions, where the 2N-coordinates can be considered as N pairs
such

th~t

each pair is at least several correlation lengtbs distant from

any ether coordinate, the statement holds since the pairs act as independent random variables.

For any other region, outside or inside clus-

ter regions, there is at least one 2m-cluster with m > 1.

If it can be

demonstrated that this cluster takes up a negligible fraction of the
2m-dimensional subregion the statement is proved because the premise
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c) states that cluster regions contribute in proportion to their volume.
Consider m pairs of coordinates distributed in accordance with Statements
A and B, i.e. these m pairs are strung along a slowly curving line that
can be straightened out for the purpose of this demonstration.

~na

2m-

cluster the second pair must lie within a distance 2 of a memher of the
first pair, the third pair within a distance 2 of the ciosest of the
first four coordinates, etc.
volume spanned by

Therefore the ratio of the 2m-dimensional

---- z m occupied by 2rn-cluster coordinates to
2

that occupied by a product of rn 2-cluster pairs is

(4-3)

This ratio is very srnall provided m < N << d/2.

If the series BN con-

verges sufficiently rapidly in the statistica! sense it is quite reasonable to assume that the partial surn excluding higher order terms of the
series differs from the convergent limit by O(N

-1

).

The significanee

of the discarded cluster terms will be discussed in conneetion with
formula (4-9) .
Statement C implies (4-2) which has a corollary for the partial transforms

~(Km,zrn)

2N+l

< TI

m=l

obtained from (2-11) and (2-12):

....,
~(Km,zrn)

>

2N

< TI lJ(K ,z ) >
m=l

m m

=6

0

(4-4a)

N
..,
_. ......
2
Nï:
TI dl (K 1 ,z '-z 11 )5 (K '+K ")
P(2N) m=l 2 m m m 2 m m

The summation is over all terms with different permutatión pairs
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Vector

Kmf

goes with

rm

f'

and

Km

with

lf

rm

Inserting (4-4) into

lf.

< B2N(r) >as given by (2-26) we obtain (2N-l)!! contributions each of

__

which is represented by a diagram derived from fig. 4 after performing

..........

integration over the delta functions.

These diagrams are obtained as

follows.

'

".-

~

/ /

J

--.

/

'•

'

~

•
c 1,4» c &.,1»

......

'

•

c;t· :: Q)

•

•

cJ,I»..CI.4»

fl,

.
Figure 6.

",-,

~

®

Contracted

tl

•

"- ...... ~

(i)

c 1.1 lil> c 1,4'»

basi~

•

(upper) and conventional (lower) diagrams

contributing to < B >.
4

Consider the rules (4-1) of the basic B N-diagrams: For a particular
2
contribution of the righthand side of (4-4) inserted into (2-26) half
2
of the d K - integrations are trivial through the presence of deltafunctions

s2 (Km'+Km").

Instead of the dasbed lines of fig. 5 we conneet

zm' to zm" by a dasbed line repreaenting the vector Km'.

The basic dia-

gram of fig. 5 then gives rise to three contracted basic diagrams in fig.
6, each of which is compared with its conventional scattering diagram
(as in fig. 2).
i)

The rulesforthese new diagrams are:

Each vertex zm (m

= 1,

---, 2N) represents an integra-

tion of dzm from 0 to zm-l'
ii)

Each interval zm_ 1 -zm represents a factor
2

~

exp[-i/2k)(ZK.) (z
j

J

~

m- 1

-z )] where Z K.
m

j

J

(4-5)

is the sum of all dasbed K-lines crossing the interval.
iii)

Each K-line between zi and zj represents a factor
k2€2

...

- - <Il (K, z. -z .)
16rr 2 2
I.
J

2
and a two-dimensional integration over d K.

Each of these (2N-l)!! diagramscan be characterized uniquely by a bracket
notation.

E.g. the simplest diagram with K-lines between zm-l and zm

(m even) is < 1,2 > < 3,4 > -------- < 2N-l, 2N > and this notation implies that the same diagram corresponds to the contribution to (2-16)
obtained by inserting the corresponding term of two-point correlation
factors from (4-2).

Other diagrams are labeled analogously.

In the kP >> 1 approximation only the < 1,2 > <3,4 > --- < 2N-1,2N >
diagram contributes significantly to < B N >.
2

In order to demonstrate

this we draw the diagrams of fig. 2 type (the second, fourth, and sixth
of fig. 6) along side of the fig. 5 types already outlined.

In this ex55

ample the < 13 > < 24 > and < 14 > < 23 > diagrams contain at least two
large-angle scatterings hecause of the restrictions on location of the

Fm imposed

vertices
~

2

or

~

3•

by pairwise occurrence in the same speetral factor

In general, the only diagram which can he drawn without large-

angle scatterings is < 1,2 > < 3,4 > ------ < 2N-1,2N >.

Any other dia-

gram contains at least two large-angle scatterings since it can he constructed from this diagram without changing the chain of veetors linking
rm-l to ~ by permuting in location a numher of vertices.

Statements

A and Bof subsectien 2.3 make clear that such diagrams may be discarded
with error of at least O(kf)- 2 .

The actual error is O[~N (kl)-2 )

because there are of the order of N discarded diagrams with two largeangle scatterings, N2 with four, etc., which presumably add with random
Since we have assumed convergence for ~N << kt there is

phases.

no need to stress the inclusion of this factor in the estimate of the
error.

However, it is always possible to define the properties of the

speetral functions

~

such that the N discarded terms

~

O(kf) -2 •

The contribution of< 1,2 > < 3,4 > ---- < 2N-1,2N > is easily obtained
from the rules (4-5).

Combining these rules we see for m = 1,3,---ZN-1

that we obtain for every interval zm-zm+l a dzmdzm+l integral:

22r-l
z

- !LL
16tt

2

0

I
z

d

zm

d.

zm+l

f2

d K~

iK2

2

(K

z -z

' m m+l

-~zm-zm+l )

)e 2k

(4-6)

0

corresponding to a dashed K-line simultaneously.

Since ~

2

becomes

negligibly small when lzm-zm+ll exceeding a length f and since
exp[iK2t/2k]

=1

+ O(kl)-l we can replace the exponentlal factor by unity.

Since t 2 has been assumed to be ~in zm-zm+l the error is O(kf)doing so.
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2

in

It is also permissible to replace the integration over dzm+l

by a relative coordinate integration over .6z (6z
to +

oo

without appreciable error.
00

~ 3 (K,O)

=

Jdóz ~2 (K,6z)

00

=

2

= zm-zm+l)

from

~

Bearing in mind that

jdóz ~2 (K,6z) we

interchange the sequence

0

~

of integration in (4-6) to obtain

(4-7)

with reference to (3-4) for the definition of a. Since
d
zl
ZN,;;l
dz 1
dz 2 -- j....,_,_dzN = dN/N! we obtain the important result.

J J
0

0

0

'

< B2N+l
to O(k2)- 2 .
of O(k2)-

2

>

(4-8)
=

O

As before, there are

0 ( NJ correction

terms to < B N >
2

3

but by choosing the decay of ~ (K,O) with K sufficiently

steeply the error can be kept within O(k2)-z.

The summatien of< B >
n

is trivial and we obtain for the coherent wave
< B>

= exp(~d)

+ O(d/D)

with

(4-9)

The accuracy of this result is limited by the highest order term we have
neglected, which is of order (k2) -2 < B >, i.e. of order (k2) -2 • (ad).
2
2
The quantity D "? 2€ - [see (3.4)] plays the role of a diffusion distance [Salpeter and Treiman, 1964] and it has been shown [deWolf, 1965b]
that it is a measure of the distance in which a sufficient number of
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small-angle scatterings have occurred in order to deflect an appreciable
portion of energy over an angle exceeding
out in (4-36) somewhat further on.

~/2.

In fact, this is worked

Hence the accuracy O(d/D) is included

in (4·9), signifying that the present methods break down when diffusion
losses become important.
d

z

D tagether with d

Referring to fig. 4 we note that the line
3 4

=k ~ ,

limits Region IV which is an extension in

region of validity of the result (4-9) already established by other
workers in regions I, II, and III, (and discussed in chapter 3).
It may escape attention that terms of 0(2/d) have been neglected in discarding

non~ultivariate

gaussian n-point cluster contributions.

lowest order, we have discarded terms
should be compared to unity.

V?

<

B
2

To

> 2/ d "" k 2t 2 e2 which

To the next order we have discarded terms

en < B4 > (!./d) 2"" k 4E4e4 etc.
which explains why in fig. 4 the parameter regime
e-212 < (k2) 2 has been shaded as a "forbidden" area.

In recent work

Brown [1967] argues that such terros are connected to refractive or bending effects.

Comparison to Keller's work is of particular interest since

his derivation of (4-9) was a consequence of a perturbation expansion
in

3

e in which terms up to O(e ) only were retained. · Karal and Keller

[1964] derived the following expression:
...
< u(r)
>

z

fl
3
exp(ixd) + O(e )

k = k + - 2-ij""
- drC(r)sinkr e ikr

N

k

2

(4-10)

0

The real part of kd differs from kd by the quantity

(4-11)
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.. +r,t)
.. >,,
The dimensienless correlation function C(r) is< ê E (..r 1 ,t)5 a *(r
1
2
divided by < lee (r 1 ,t) 1 >, and its effective width is comparab1e with
t. Since k1 >> 1, term (4-11) of O(kde 2 ) is small compared to ad. Consequently Re(Jrd]

kd to accuraey well within a term 2~ when kde2 << 1.

s

"""

On the ether hand the imaginary part of k

Im[~] • k 2:

2!""drC(r)[l-cos2kr]
0

s

k 2 e2

4

!""drC(r) + O(kt)-2 =a+ O(kt) 2

(4-12)

0

So Keller's result correspends within the accuracy of the kt>> 1 approximation fully to the result (4-9) which has been derived to hold in the
wider regime of Reglens I, II, III, and IV.
vation is that it was the first

11

The virtue of Keller 1 s deri-

honest 11 one, i.e. in which the instan-

taneeus solution u(r) is computed formally by perturbation theory te a
number of orders in the perturbation parameter; only then is<

u(~)

puted from the forma! multiple integral expresslons for u(r).

All other

> com-

procedures make use of closures such as the often unjustifiable assumptien< 5E (f)5 e (f 1 )u(r 1 ) >
in the equations themselves.

=<

5 c(r)5S (i:')>< u(f') > or similar ones

Well-known examples are the classica! papers

by Foldy [1945] and Lax [1951] on scattering theory.

Twersky [1963] has

compared these procedures to his own for an assembly of discrete forward
scatterers which leads via similar approximations to a result that is
essentially equivalent to (4-9).

This result can thus also be obtained

within continuurn theory with careful delineation of bounds of validity.

4.2.

Second MomentsOf The Field

4.2.1. Mean square field
In this subsectien we compute < B(...
r)B*(r') >, the general autocorrelation
of the scalar field.

The simplest procedure is to start with
59

(O,O,L) and to develop both factors into the Born series (2-16):

<I>= I 0

Of course

<

BkB~

*>

a

*

"' iN
L
l: <
N=O m=o

0 whenever k +

~

is odd,

energy density of the primary plane wave, I
corresponding energy density due to u\r).
physical concepts I and !

0

,

>

BmB ZN-m

s

0 and z

The quantity I

0

is the

2

0

t.C. Iu 1 and I is the
0

Postponing discussion of the

we reprasent each term of the above double

series by a diagram analogous to that of fig. 5.
align between z

(4-13)

=d

For < BmB*ZN-m >we

two horizontal axes, the upper one with m

indices (corresponding to Bm) and the lower one with 2N-m indices (correaponding to B*ZN-m'

The rules for contributtons from these diagrams

are given in (4-1) for the upper axis, and upon replacing i by -i these
rules also hold for the lower axis.

The corresponding conventional dia-

grams for < B B * >are sketched in fig. 7. Note that pairinga between
2 2
vertices on different axes are now possible.
Much of the further development after (4-1) can be pursued analogously.
~

corollary of (4-4a) of use here is
m 2N-m
TI
--l
i=l j

<TI

_..

...,
)>=
j ,zj

)*(K

TJ ( Ki,zi TJ

Z

N
....
_..
Tit(K' z'-z")ö(K'+K")

P(2N) n=l

2

n • n

n

2

n - n

(4-4b)
with a minus sign in the delta-function for two-point correlations between an TJ and an

*

TJ ,

and a plus sign otherwise.

The

Kn "-vectors

appear

on the lower axis in imaginary exponents with the opposite sign of those
in which Kn' appears on the upper axis.
tractions (i.e. integrale over one of the

After performing these new con-

Kn -vectors

in the delta function)

we obtain diagrams with dasbed lines running between vertices on different
axes.
fig. 8.
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For the diagramsof < B B * > sketched in fig. 7 we obtain those of

2 2

Note that there are several diagrams corresponding to < 1,2 >

< 3* ,4* >; this is because we regard the sequence of two vertices on
different axes as unique for a diagram.
are simtlar to (4-5) with the following
i)

The tules for these diagrams
modifica~ions

Rule (ii) of (4·5) holds only for the upper axis.
For the lower axis it holds upon replacing i by -i.

All intervals are from ene vertex to the next,
even if that vertex is on another axis •
ii)

...

Rule (iii) of (4-5) holds only for K-lines be(4-14)
ginning and ending on the same axis.

iii)

Each K-line between vertices z 1 on the upper and zj
on the lower axis represents a factor.

i

-"

k2
- - «> (K,z. -z.)
1
16w 2 2
J

...

..

c I , I :a.<

:~

tt, 4•,.

: (j) :

:~;@=
Figure 7.

Conventional diagrams contributing to < B2 B * >.
2
6J

In total there are (2N-l)!! different diagram-types each containing
(2N)!/m!

(2N~)!

number of these

diagramsof essentially similar character.
(2N-1)~!

A large

classes do not contribute significantly; namely

all diagrams in which dashed lines neither interseet each other nor intersect the axes between the two end-point vertices of any other dasbed
line.

Any such diagram corresponds to a conventional diagram with a

number of large-angle scatterings, and in subsection 4.1 we have already
argued on the basis of Statements A,B,C that such diagrams contribute
negligibly.

For example, the third class < 1,4*> < 2,3*>of fig. 8

corresponds to the third diagram of fig. 7 which contains two large-angle
scatteringaand is therefore of O(kt)- 2 compared to the other two.

+

\

\

'-

•
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I

+
'~

+

Figure 8.

+ ---

,

+ ---

+---

Contracted basic diagrams contributing to < B B * > before
2 2
reduction,

The contributtons of the remairring diagrams can be read from
lines.

the

dashed

For odd m, every dashed line contributes a factor:

(4-15a)

For dashed 1ines between vertices zm and zm+l on the same axis, and

-iK2

d2K

\'1>

2

(K

_

)

,zm zm+1 e

~z

2k

-z

m m+l

)

for dashed lines between vertices zm and zm+l on opposite axes.
up per bounds of the integrals (4-15b) are z
m-1
zm-1 "
zm-1 "

I

= zm-1

(4-15b)

The

or zm-2' and

= zm-2

or zm_ depending on the re1ative sequence of zm-l I and
1
(which 1ie on opposite axes). The contributton of (4-lSa) follows

in the same way as (4-7) from (4-6),namely
zm-1
-a

J

dzm + O(k$) -

2

(4-16a)

0

while that of (4-15b) fo1lows analogously
zl
m-1
+2a:

f

dzm + O(k$)

-2

(4-16b)

0

The factor 2 is due to the fact that the 1ower limit of integration for
6z

= zm-zm+l

(compare the derivation of (4-7)) now becomes negative and

can be replacèd, for the approximation under consideration, by ~ instead
of 0 as in (4-16a).
The diagrams can now be simplified~

Dasbed lines are contracted to a

dot (bead) when connecting vertices on the same axis, and to a vertica1
line (rong) when connecting vertices on opposite axes.

Each!!!!.!!. con63

tributes a factor (4-16a) and each rungafactor (4-16b).

The contri-

bution to < BmB*zN-m > comes from all those topologically different diagrams with a total of exactly N beads and rungs.

We label each diagram

according to the number of beáds m1 on the upper axis, m on the lower axis,

2

and the number of rungs n as an [m ,IDz,n] diagram (of course m +m +n
1
1 2

= N).

[m ,IDz,nl diagrams formed from one diagram by permutations of features
1
except those in which two rungs or two beads on the same axis are inter-

*

changed.

In fig. 9 the remaining diagrams of< B2B2 >as in fig. 7 are

sketched.

* *>type, and
There are :!::!2, [1,1,0] diagrams of< 1,2 > < 3,4

~

[0,0,2] diagram originating from < 1,3* > < 2,4* > type.

The

labeling system implies that asterisked, as well as unasterisked digits,
increase from left to right inside the product of bracketed pairs .

( I, 1,0 j TYPE:

•
•

+

•

•

II

[o,o,z) TYPE

<1,3><2,4."
Flgure 9.

Reduced [m ,IDz,nl diagrams contributing to < B2 B2* >.
1

Upon app1ying (4-16) we see that an [m 1 ,IDz,n] diagram contributes a term
m +mz

(2a:)n·(-a) 1

= (2a:d)n•(-a:d)N-n
to

~=o < Bm~N-m >.

m +m -tn
d 1 2
(ml+mz+n)!

Note that the distributton of beads be-

tween the axes does·not manifest itself in this result.
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(4-17)

N!

There are exactly

1 2

*2

1

N~/m ~m !n! different [m ,~,n) diagrams contributing to < BmB N-m >,

consequently we have for N

*

2N

k

<

B B

m 2N-m

>

~

L

dN

=

N~

0

1

N'.

m ~~~n!

n

(2a) (-a)

ml-tm_

.Z

(4-18)

0

ml,m2'
n"'N·m -m2
1

This result thus proves that

<

> =I 0 +

I

(4-19)

O(d/D)

The error is determined again by the magnitude of the 1argest term dropped,
namely the < 1,4~> < 2,3'> contribution to < B B

* > which

2 2

O[(k~)- 2ad]
2

V?

.d/D.

is of

Furthermore, (4-18) demonstratea that all 2N-th

* > cancel;

order terms in< BB

this result corresponds to the lack of

energy conservation in single scattering discussed in conneetion with
(3·13).

According to (4-17) we find a single [0,0,1] diagram leading

to < B B * >
1 1

= 2ad and < B2r > "' < B2 > = -ad, therefore the secoud order

interference terms exactly cancel out the first order scattered energy
flux.

We have already seen that these interference terms correspond to

bead contributions, and thus apparently to the coherent wave.
the rungs correspond to?

What do

This question is best answered by investigating

the contribution to < I > of < I

n

>, namely that of all diagrams with
--

•

exactly n rungs and an arbitrary number of beads. ·Obviously
(4-20)

Frorn the rules given for the [m ,m ,n] diagrams, and the factor for the
1 2
number of [m ,m ,n] diagrams for fixed m ,m ,n it follows that
1 2
1 2

<I

n

>

I e -2cxd (2ad)

o

0

(4-21)

n!
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This result is remarkable for several reasons.

First of all it shows

that the terros in < BB* > can be rearranged into a positive-definite
series.

Interpretation of the <In> as energy density or flux terros

is then conceivable.

The moments (4-21) correspond to the Peissen dis-

tribution, i.e. <In> corresponds to the probability of n independent
events in a width d when the probability of ene event in d is 2ad.

The

event 2ad is associated with the single scattering energy density:
< I

1

>

=

I e

-2ad

*
< B B >, as computed in eqs. (3-9).
1 1

0

It was

shown in (3-14) that the energy singly scattered on the average out of
a unit area sectien of the layer is also 2ad, consequently the processes
In must correspond to all these in which exactly n independent, incoherent
scatterings into (O,O,L) occur.
average, as fellows from (4-20).

These processes conserve energy on the
Therefore, although we cannot identify

the instantaneous processes In explicitly, we can rearrange the averaged
double Bern series < I > in such a fashion that each term < In > represeuts the probability that n independent scattering processes take place.
Apparently < BnBn* > is net a measure of this Poisson-distributed random
quantity; the coherent scatterings of all orders must be summed with it.
Thus, parts of higher order correlations in Bm are included in In; e.g.
the [1,0,3] diagram of fig. 10 contributes to < I
to < 1

4.2.2.

1

3

>, and the [2,1,1]

>.
Autocorrelation of the field at two points

Up to now the concept of energy has been used loosely.

To be more pre-

cise, the scalar wave equation has an associated flux quantity S and an
associated energy density I [Courant and Hilbert, 1962]
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.....

s

u~

I

(2ik/c)u*u

uw*

(4-22)

Figure 10. Two reduced

2

[~,m ,n]

diagrams and their conventional counter

parts contributing to < Bs B3*
If I

8

>.

(2ik/c) u *u we find I= I 0 BB* represents the energy density
0

0

0

of the scalar field.

...S and

I are the flux and density quantities of

the energy conservation theorem for the scalar equation.

In terms of

....

the normalized B quantities, the flux S can be written:
....
s

= ei0 ('i

BB*
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+ k Im(B*V B)]

(4-23)

The second term is small compared to the first when kt

>> 1. The be-

havior of the gradient of B is governed according to (2-16) by

(4-24)

The new wave vector

kf = k 0 (r-r 1)/jr-r 1 1

is restricted essentially

to directions close to the ~-direction, as argued in deriving (2-18} and
...

~

1

(2-19), therefore jkf-k I _::; 2ksin[~kt)
is thus of O(kt) -2 compared to BB*

-1

] .-.. t

-1

.

The quantity k

-1

*~

Im(B 'VB)

The flux ~~ = c I "z is therefore a

good approximation and we can use the words

11

energy density" and "energy
67

flux" rather loosely in conneetion with the quantity I sinee the flux
is directly proportional to the density.
In opties and in high-frequency radar applications an important statistie
of the received signa! is its transverse spatial correlation

< u(p,L) u* (p + óP,L) > also known as the mutual coherence factor in
opties [Mande! and Wolf, 1965].

The quantity eorresponds to

~
,.._ > and it is easily determined from the immediately
< B(p,L)
B* (p + up,L)

preceding calculations.

In forming this eorrelation with the basic forms

< BmB*2N-m > are the exponentials

(2-26) the only new factors in the

exp(iK·&)
for every rung of every diagram.

In (4-lSb) there will be this extra

factor which then leads to
z'

2Ci(óp)

j

m-1
dzm + O(kiJ) -

2

with

(4-25)

0

insteadof to (4-16b).

~

Bm(p,L)•B2N-m(p~,L)

<
consistsin replacing
m=o
2
by Ci(óp) in the first factor (2Cid) connected with the rungs, whereas

for the contribution to
Ci

Consequently, the change in the expression (4-7)

in the bead contributton (-Cid)

N-n

we may replace

Ci

by Ci(O).

expression equivalent to (4-18) becomes

L:

ml,m2
n=N-m -m
1 2

:~ f 2et(óp)-2et(O)} N
The final summation over N yields
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Hence the

<

B(p,L)B*('p+~,L) > =

exp { -2[a(O)-a(t:.p)]d}

(4-26)

The second llne is obtained by inverse Fourier transforming ~ (K,O) in

3

(4-25) to C(~,6.z), the correlation functlon of the dielectric permittivity fluctuations as in (3-4).

In this latter notation, (4-26) can be

compared to the workof Hufnagel and Stanley [1964] who appear to have derived this result first, but the limitations of their derivation are not
clear.

This derivation appears to give valid results in Region IV of

fig. 4, i.e. to G(d/D).

Furthermore this calculation can be extended

for longitudinal correlations included, i.e. correlations between points
(p,L) and (p

+ 6p,

L

+

óL).

In that case it is easily seen from (2-26)

that we obtain an extra factor

(4-27)

2

2

.
1 wh ere Kj rL 0 • f or each rung.
i n t h e d K ---d Kn ~ntegra

1

An explicit form

is not easy to obtain since the cross-products of K-vectors in (4-27) make
the d2K. integrals interdependent.
J

For large 6L this oscillatory factor

will quench integrals

From the structure of an(6p,óL) it can be seen that u(r) decorrelates
with ltself in transverse direction over a distance
dinal direction over a distance

~ kt 2

=

dgo

~

t and in longitu-

Chernov [1960] demonstrated
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this for gaussian 5 s (~), but a form analogous to (4-28) does not seem
to have been derived previously for a more general case.

4.3.

Higher Moments

The Energv Density

~f

Methods developed in this chapter can be adapted towards computing higher
moments of the energy density I.

The probability distribut ion of I can ·

be determined (although not uniquely, in a mathematica! sense) from
knowledge of all the probability momentsof I.
< IN

The N-th moment of I is

> which we write as a product of N products of sum

products of sums

*
LB
..
j
J

< I2 >

I

For < I

2

o

with similar groupings of
contributions to < I

N

2

>

<. .l: .

~,J,m,n

2;: Bi

and

~

'
we write

BiB. *B B
J

mn

~Bj *

Li Bi

and N

*>

(4-29)

for higher moments.

The

J

> can be represented by a new set of diagrams which

we generate most easily from those discussed in sectien 4.2.

For each

pair BiBj * in a term of< I N > we draw a two-axis diagram of the type of
fig. 8 and we now obtain a 2N-axis diagram of < IN > by aligning these
N pairs directly under each other.

Reading from top to bottorn we encoun-

ter alternating B-axes and conjugate B* -axes, one for each B-factor in
the term of< IN> under consideration.

Diagrams of the type of fig. 9

and fig. 10 are generated in exactly the same way as before, and we obtain from these three distinct types of contributions:

c 1 -contributions: Contributions from diagrams in which all
rungs connected in a vertex to one axis are connected in
the other vertex to one and the same conjugate axis.

For

these contributions the rules (4-16) apply.

c2 -contributions:

Contributtons from diagrams with rungs

between Bi and Bm' or between Bj * and B

*

m

lla, and llb respectively).
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(e.g. as in fig.

c3 -contributions:

Contributions from diagrams with at least

two rungs emanating from one axis but terminating on two
different conjugate axes (e.g. as in fig. 11c).
The

c2 -

and

c3 -contributions

are not encountered in< I>, and·they can-

not be computed by the rules (4-16).

Mixtures of these diagram-types are

obviously possible, but for the sake of convenianee we isolate these two
types for special consideration.

I

e

e,

Bz

Efe

e'r

!

e,

•
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BI

..

e

Bi!.

Be
81

(cl

(b)

(a)

c2 -contributing

Figure 11.

.a)

I
I
I

[

,.,
Figure 12.

Two

diagrams to < I 2

B'

> from

< B1 B2* B1 B2* >

!

4.3.1.

E·~

I

a
I
4

I

4

.. I

(')
c1 -contributions

Summatien of

to < I

2

>.

c1 -contributions

The general diagram contributing to < IN

> has N horizontal axes and N

horizontal conjugate axes arranged in vertical pairs.

Any axis is

connected by rungs to one and only one conjugate axis if the diagram is
of

c1 -type ..

Let us choose a diagram

r

which has mi beads on axis i (in71

cluding conjugate axes; i = 1, 2, ----, 2N), and n , n , ----,
1
2
of rungs (there can be only N such sets at most).

~

sets

Applying the rules

(4-16) to the contribution of this diagram and all its topologically different sequence permutations in beads and rungs we find analogous to an
individual term in (4-21),

(4-30}

Summatien over beads is easily carried out, for diagrams
set of rungs n , n ,
1
2
values we

obt~in

diagrams

~·

r•

By summing over all mi in (4-30} for all
with N sets of rungs ni which contribute
n

+---+rL_

(2o:d) 1

Summatie~

r with a fixed

-"N

(4-31}

of all topologically different diagrams of this type is a com-

binatorial problem that is fairly tricky because the values n
a special role.

1

=0

Let us first sum all contributions (4-31) withall

ni > 1, i.e. let us ignore all diagrams with at least one ni = 0.
keep n 2 , ---,

~

play

fixed and sum over all integer va lues of n 1 .

Now

Th is leads

to a factor [exp(2ad)-l] for the sum of all diagrams with fixed values
n , ----, ~ and obtain in total a factor [exp(2o:d)-l]N for all diagrams
2
with at least one rung between axis 1 and a fixed conjugate axis,
one rung between axis 2 and another fixed conjugate axis, and so on
through axis N.

Since there areN! different pairinga between axis

1, ----, N and conjugate axes we obtain as the contribution from all
diagrams
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r••

with at least one rung terminating on each axis

Referring to a formula on the next page, it is now possible to see why
we have had to be careful about diagrams without rungs between pairs
of mutually conjugate axes.

If we would have inçluded these in

(4-32) we would have obtained the result < IN > = N~ I N which is
0

independent of o:d and clearly incorrect for small o:d.

The reason

is that we would have counted rungless diagrams too often.

We shall

take these into account separately.
i)

One pair of axes without rungs:

There are ~ different choices of

one pair of axes without rungs; consequently these diagrams contribute

ii) Two pair of axes without rungs: We can chose the first pair in
2
N2 and the secoud in (N-1) different fashions but we then obtain each
rungless 4ouble pair 22 •.4 times.

iii)

m pairs of axes without rungs:

These diagrams contribute

2

2

We now have N (N-1) ---(N-m+l)

2

choices of m pairs without rungs, but each fixed choice of m pairs will
2
2
then have been obtained 2 x 3 x -- x m2 times. Consequently the
general contributton of such diagrams is

where we have applied the usual notation for the binomial coefficients.
Upon adding for all possible m we obtain the complete

• I N N~
0

~(:)

c1 -contribution:

(4-32)
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Unfortunately it is no easy matter to compute
to <IN>.

c3 -rungs

c2 -

and

c3 -contributions

However, it is possible to estimate the effect of

as sketched in figs. 11.

c2 - and

The basic expression (2-26) eontains

as first exponential factor:

for each axis Bm' where z

is the first (from the right) vertex of this
1
axis, and a ·similar complex conjugate for each Bn* • Upon repeating the
steps in subsection 4.2 leading to (4-14) we are left with factors

when L = d, which

combine with the t -factors in (4-14).
2

After the

relative integration we obtain a combination of factors to replace a
that amounts to the integral (3-4) with the inclusion of integrand factors

2

sin(K d/k)
2
(K d/k)

sin[(K ·Kz)d/k]
1

[ (l< 1 .f2 )d/k]

c2 and c3 2
contributions are of O(kt /d) so that they are negligible in the
As

a consequence of these integrand factors in a, the

Fraunhofer zone.

We will reinvestigate these contributions in sub-

subsection 4.3.4 for a apecific Freanel zone region.
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4.3.3.

Fraunhofer zone results

Since the

c2 -

lows that the

and

c3 -

contributions are negligible when d

c1 -contributions

>>

kt

2

it fol·

are dominant in the Fraunhofer region.

Result (4-32) is valid as it stands in Regions II and lV of fig. 4.
We then

Since

have an expression for the arbitrary N-th moment of I the ques-

tion arises whether the distribution of I can be determined.

It is

well known that knowledge of all moments of I does not determine the
probability density P(I) uniquely.

There are certain

11

pathological 11

distributions, e.g. the Stieltjes example [Widder, 1941, pp. 125·126]
which consists of a function

P(I)

for I

for I < 0

0

with zero moments.

>0

Such functions can be combined linearly with

any probability density we may deduce from (4-32).

There are

two limits of interest in which we are able to sp·ecify a distribution.

(i)

ad-+ 0, the infinitesimally weak scattering

lim~t

which

may be pictured as a transition from Region IV to Region
II of fig. 4 welt to the right of the line d

= kt 2 •

In

this case we can expand (4·32) to lowest orders to obtain:

(4-33)

This result is interesting because it complies with the prediction of the Rytov approximation which will be discussed
in chapter 5.

This ought not to be surprising since this
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latter approximation contains the first Bom approximation.
Note that the effect of scattering shows up first for
N

= 2.

In the limit of infinitesimal ad there is no

scattering and the distributton of I is just a "certainty
spike" P(I) "'. 8(1-I0 ) •
(ii)

ad

-too,

the large pathlength and/or strong scat-

tering limit which we cannot attain without transeending
forbidden regions outside Region IV.

But for large ad in

Region IV we can take the leading terms of (4-32) and obtain

(4-34)

corresponding in the limit to a Rayleigh distribution
P(I)

= 10

exp(-I/1

0

).

In these cases we can conclude a

unique distribution because these distributtons have by
virtue of their physical significanee the desired mathematical properties which, together with the form of the
moments, fulfil conditions given by Cramer [1946, p. 176]
for uniqueness.

It is particularly interesting to note

that the distributton of I tends towards a Rayleigh as
ad

-t ca

since this re sult has been anticipated

in some quarters, and rejected in favor of a log-normal
distribution by other, principally Russian, workers.

We

will cite experimental evidence for the oresent result
later.
There remains one point to be clarified: the question of the validity
of dropping the depolarization term (2·5).
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Referring to (2-15) we note

that loss of a term (2-5) means loss of an integral in (2-15) similar
to the second term but with E

0

k 2 o~ replaced by V(Ê-~n~ )~ V(Ê·~e ).

This term can be compared to the retained one by an argument analogous
to the comparison of the second term of (4-23) to its first term·.

There-

fore loss of the àepolarization term implies a loss of terms
'-"(k.e)

~

(cxd)

"?

2
d/D, if we bear in mind that the integral with E k oé'
0

leads to contributions of the order cxd.

This is consistent with the nature

of the entire approximation: we have retained the effects of multiple
small-angle scatterings whieh do not affect the polarization appreciably
while the large-angle scatteringa (which do) are negligible.
4.3.4.

Fresnel zone results

2
In the Fresnel zone (d << k.e ) the

c2

and

c3

contributions can be estimated.

2
The factors isolated in sub-subsection 4.3.2 become unity to O(d/k.e )
and upon comparison to the derivation from (2-26) it will become evident
that the result is just that given by (3-1) and (3-2).

The error in

using (3-2) for the N-th moment of I, or in< B

>,

is the lowest order

2

>

and it is of the order

term neglected.
of a

c2 -rung

This term occurs first in< 1

contribution with the lowest order correction to unity of

2
2
the factor sin(K d/k)/(K d/k), i.e. of order

(4-35)

This implies that the WKB-expression can be used properly only when
d << .e€ -2/3.

This is part of Region lil of fig. 4, a part not explicitly

shown and we have not denoted this in (3-1) and (3-2).

However, a simple

argument confirms this extra restrietion of the WKB-expression:
the scattering cross-section Q(e) given in subsection 3.2.
it by

e2 ,

Re gard

If we weight

integrate over all possible angles, and normalize to the in-

cident flux we obtain for "well-behaved" spectra like the gaussian:
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(4-36)

Consequently the rms change in angle of a ray is

erms ~

1

€(d/E) / 2 .

The WKB-approximation, or ray tracing, is valid when rays do not deviate
a distance t in transverse directions.

If that happens

neighborin~

rays fully decorrelated can interfere and if 2ad > 1 these rays can be
out of phase as described by (3-9), and thus modify the amplitude appreciably in violatien of the WKB-approximation.

We must demand

d8rms << t which again leads to the requirement d << 2€

-2/3

•

We do not yet have a proper description of the Region III section hetween the curve d

3

3 2
2 €- 12 and d

kE 2 •

=

Nevertheless this region is

of importance, as we will discuss in the following chapter, because
< B r
1

2

> becomes appreciable - < B r
1

of. parameters in

(4-3~)

of the available data.

2

>is essentially the combination

- and in optica! propagation this region is that
To be more precise, in optica! propagation

through the atmosphere, pathlengths d usually satisfy the condition
2
2 '
kt
<< d <<kt where 2 , t are the inner, outer scales of turbulence.
0

0

Under these conditions Tataraki [1961, section 7.4] shows that for atmospheric turbulence (Kolmogorov spect:.:.um oC K-ll/ 3 )

<

where C

2

n

t, €.

'

B

lr

2

>

(4-37)

the structure constant, is a combination of the parameters

Since we will discuss this form more fully in sections 5 and 7

we point out here only that under typical lower-atmospheric conditions
optica! propagation over paths
of< Blr
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2

~

1 km, can he consistent with values

>as given by (4-37) larger than unity.

The main contribution

sterns from a portion of the inertial subrange of the spectrum between
K

= 2lf~ -1

and K

=

2:d 0

-1

•

2

2

Since d <<kt , yet < Blr > > 1, we have

here an important application in this as yet undescribed part of
Region III.

Actually the expression (4-37) differs from (4-3,5) which

holds for < B
1r
that < B1r

2

2

>when d <<kt

2
o

•

Since C

2

n

oC

e2 ~- 2 / 3

we find

> becomes unity when

(4-38)

If this demarcation line is used in fig. IV it implies that a larger part
of Region III is not properly described by the

WKB-appro~imation

than

by that part corresponding to values larger than unity of the parameter
combination (4-35).
For this region it is possible to estimate the
In fact we will show that
estimated) whereas

c2 -contributions

c3 -contributions

c2 - and c3 -contributions.

are important (and can be

are still negligible.

So we shall

take into consideration BB- and B*B*-rungs as well as BB*-rungs.
BB- and B*B*-rungs are in sets of

c1 -type,

The

but it is possible that one

particular set of BB-rungs hes one and only one axis in common with a
set of BB*-rungs, and similar1y so for B*B*-rungs.

To be more precise,

1
any diagram containing a BB-rung is one of a class of ZN(N-1)
diagrams

with all possible positions for that BB-rung at that location zm.
Similarly so for a B*B*-rung.

We can associate all positions of either

a BB- or a B*B*·rung with N(N·l) positions of a BB*-rung at zm.

That

is just all the possible positions of a BB*-rung except for the N positions between axes 1 and 2, axes 3 and 4, ----, axes 2N-l and 2N.
these latter N positions cancel out all 2N bead positions.

But

In the

Fraunhofer zone we can consider < IN > as the sum of contributtons from
all beadless diagrams with

c1 -type

sets of rungs placed everywhere except

between adjacent axes (since these rungs cancel the beads).

In the
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Fresnel zone we can take each of these diagrams in pairs (the difference
between each memher of a pair being the BB* location of a c -set of BB*1
The diagrams with c -contributions

rungs belonging to the rungat zm).

2

can be associated pair-wise and uniquely with these pairs.

No matter

what the structure of the diagram is for vertices
associate with one memher of the pair a diagram in which the BB*-rung
at zm is replaced by a BB-rung between the same B-axis and the conjugate
of the B*-axis upon which the BB*·rung terminated.
we associate likewise a B*B*-rung.

With the other memher

As an example, re gard < I 2

>.

With

a BB*-rung between axes 1 and 4 we associate the same diagram with the
rung between axes 1 and 3.

With a BB*-rung between axes 2 and 3 we as-

sociate the B*B*·rung between axes 2 and 4.

The BB*-rungs between axes

1 and 2 and between axes 3 and 4 cancel all the beads.
exhausts all possible

c1 -

and

c2 -type

This procedure

diagrams.

The lowest class of diagrams is those with one rung.

By consiclering all

the possibilities according to the above rules we find, with the aid of
(3-9a) a contribution to < IN > of
2N(N-l) < Blr

2

>

2N(N-l)a 1 d

a'

k2

2!""

= _€_

- 16:rr

(4-39)
dKK\1> (K 0) [1-F(K))
3 ,

0

where F(K) is the filter function of (3-9b).

For the Kolmogorov turbu-

lence spectrum we can also utilize (4-37) in defining a'; actually (4.·37)
fellows from the definition of a' in (4-39) by inserting the Kolmogorov
-11/3

K

power law.

As a check on (4-39) we note that the rungs and beads

not taken into account by these rules, because they cancel, would have
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contributed a term

Referring to (4-32) and its weak-scattering limit (4-33) we note that
we obtain

(4-40)

in the Fresnel zone; perhaps the error should be O(a'd) 2 but that has
not yet been determined.
In Region IV, a= a'.

This formula should certainly hold in Region I.

Therefore we suspect that (4-32) with a' replac-

inga is going to be the formula we are looking for.

We shall prove this

by induction (for given N) in the order of ad.
For first order in ad we have established this in (4-39) and (4-40).
Now consider all diagrams with (n-1)-rungs of BB, B*B*, BB* type and let
us assume that each gives the corresponding
instead of a.

c1 -contribution

but with a'

Diagrams of order n will be built up by including an ex-

trarungat vertex z • Consider the first two exponentlal factors in
1
(2-26).

These

two

factors can be rearranged to give

(4-41)

-

The second of these exponentials can be grouped with the n-2 others to
contribute to the (n·l)th order diagrams.

fij

Of course some of the Kj in

n

may be zero but for convenience of notation we do not specify

thie in the B•factor to whieh (4-41) belongs.

The first exponentlal is
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the eontribution due to an extra rung starting at vertex z
B•factor and

Kt

1

on this

is the wavevector assigned to this vertex.

*

Let us conneet this rung to a chosen conjugate axis Bm

The exponenttal

factor corresponding to (4-41) is

exp

t~k lK/(t-z1 ) + 2~·4)<j 1 (L-z 1 ~}
*

n...
with 2:Kj 1 the sum of at most n"'2 rungs ending on Bm ; some of

~2

the Kj 1 can be zero.
end on some B •
p

* must

-

The Kj 1 starting on Bn that do not end on Bm

We now add to the previous diagram that diagram that

differs only in that the first rung connects Bn to Bp.

The correspond-

ing exponential factor is

The sum of these two diagrams contributes a factor

(4-42)

K.J

*

pertains to rungs ending on B
and K. 1 1 to those ending on
m
J
B • The factors in (4-42) are now integrated over the angle in d 2K and

where

1

p

after integration they are of the form

(4-43)
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where K

1

s

and K '' are the lengths of the sum-vectors in (4-42).

The

s

factor (4-43) is to be integrated next over dz •
1

Since

we

are in the

Fresnel zone we take the first term in the power series expansion of J

0

and thus obtain from (4-43)

(4-44)

Thus the n-th order diagrams which we have constructed from the (n-l)th
order diagram give rise to the (n-l)th order contributton times a factor

(4-45)

Two

points need to be clarified before we conetude that (4-45) gives a

factor 2a'd to good approximation:
(i)

The O(K1K d/k) 2 -terms are negligible.
.

8

(4-45) give a contributton

~

€

2 3

d /t

The•e terms in
3

as in (3-lOb) where-

as the [1-F(K 1 )]-term, according to (4·39) and (4·37),
2
contributes ~ € k 716 d1116 /$ 213 which is larger by a factor {k.P, 2/d// 6 ,
(ii)

The expansion made in (4-43) ia the.moat favorable one.
!itpansion of the

t~~t....-ti.&l

lower order; therefore •
We have ..., demonstrated that if all

ckl

P,ves correctien terma of
Mt

exp.ani it.

c1 + c2 -4iag-• of (n-1)-th order

in ad give a contributton to (4-32) with a' instead of a to (n-l)th or•
der in a'd, then all n-th order

c1 + c2

diagrama constructed from these

give the n-th order in a• d contributtons. Thus our re sult :1.1

)
(4-46)

Sinee we have exhausted all possible diagrams without F(K) factors, the

c3 -contributions

ean not give rise to factors [1- F(K)],

In fact they

always contain exponentials with cross-products of K-vectors and therefore a J -factor.
0

Each

c3 -contribution

canthen be paired with two

diagrams replacing one of the rungs by a bead on either axis.

These bead

diagrams were not yet cancelled; only those bead diagrams without
B B * - and B B * -rurigs were cancelled previously.
n q
p m ·

Upon reflection we

see that all remaining bead diagrams are cancelled by all remaining
possible

c3 -contributions to the order of approximation.

Thus we can utilize (4-46) in the Fresnel zone, i.e. in Regions I and
IIl of fig. 4.

When

€

is weaker than the demarcation value (4-38) this

new formula reduces to the WKB-approximation result.
parameter region d - kt

2

Except for a

we have thus covered the open regions in

fig. 4 by formula (4-46) which reduces to (4-32) in Region IV.

4.3.5.

The Rice distribution

Finally, we reconsider the moments (4-32}, and (4-46) and attempt to
construct the probability density implied by these expresslons with due
regard for the question of uniqueness raised in sub-subsectien 4.3.3.
It is easily seen from (4-46) that the N-th moment of I in Regions I-IV
of fig. 4 can be rewritten

(4-47)
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where the secoud form in terros of a Laguerre polynomial is given in
formula 22.3.9 of the NBS Handhook [Abramovitz and Stegun, 1964].

It

fo1lows from this that - except for non-physical àdditions such as the
previously mentioned Stieltjes example - the distribution of I is
gove.rned by the density

(4-48)

P(I)

where J

0

is a Bessel function of imaginary argument.

This probability

density is that of the well-known Rice-distribution [Rice, 1945] and
it is easily seen that (4-47) is a consequence of (4-48) by utilizing
the Handhook formula 22.10.14.

Therefore it follows that the electric

field u(i) at the receiver consists of two portions: u = ud + 6u with
2
au distributed as a Ray1eigh complex random variabie and ludl = Id.
2
2
Since < lul > ~ I 0 we see that I - Id = < loul >, the intensity of the
0

Ray1eigh-distributed difference field ou.

This statistica! property of

u has been anticipated for many years but a derivation of it has been
1acking.

The high-frequency perturbation method developed in this

work yields the required derivation which shou1d settle the disputed
question of signal statietics of a light wave propagating through a turbulent atmosphere once and for all {in chapter 5 we shall deal in detail
with conflicting theory).
coherent wave.

In Region IV, ud =<u>, the average or

This is not the case in Region III ·and some ref1ection

upon this fact may be helpful.
the results of section 3.1.

Let us fall back upon the discuesion of

We argued that <u> would be the wave seen

in a macroscopie reference frame (spatially and temporally) and its
amplitude might be much less than the instantaneous lul when ad> 1 because of phase interference.
(4-48), however.

We have derived intensity statistics in

2
In so doing we formed I cC Iu 1 and in so doing we lost
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the possibility of retrieving the long-term averaged interferometric
result of beating u (~r) with u

0

field < u

>.

As

* (r)

which yields the so-called coherent

a result, the reference field ud is one we do not mea-

sure directly but it can nevertheless be considered as the proper reference
field for the intensity distribution.

One might also say that the field

ud ignores the phase-fluctuations which are taken into account in < u

>,

but it takes into account only the amplitude fluctuations caused by
ray-crossing.

Thus, ud is not measurable directly, but it is a function

only of amplitude fluctuations which are given by the parameter a' •
While the main result of this chapter has been to establish (4-48), the
high-frequency perturbation metbod upon which the derivation is based
has also yielded many intermediate results which cannot be obtained from
assuming a Rice distribut ion at the very outset.

These resYlts include

the specific expressions for intermediate correlations, delineation of
accuracy, and the internal statistical structure of the electromagnetic
scattering (Poisson distribution of single-scattering events, etc.),
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COMPARISON WITHOTHER RECENT MULTIPLE SCATTERING THEORffiS

5.

The results of the HFPM are based upon an expansion, developed by the
author, and by Brown [1967], which can be tested for convergence and thus
enable.one to establish regimes of validity.

This expansion is not the

only approach towards Qbtaining statistica of the electric field valid
in multiple scattering regimes.

In recent years, notably in the USSR

(Tatarski and coworkers) attempts have been made to circumvent the difficulties inherent in the e-expansion of the Born series.

Foremost

among these are expansions of the logarithmic field in a fashion reminiscent of Rytov 1 s [1937] complex phase method.

Recent improvements by

Tatarski [1966, 1967] appear to account for some multiple scattering
effects and these improvements have been tested by near-earth light
propagation through turbulent atmosphere experiments.

An earlier approach

by Tataraki and Gertsenshtein [1963] is based on field-theoretica! methods
and resembles the HFPM work somewhat more.

We will evaluate these methods

and compare them with the HFPM (where results are available) in this
section.

5 .1.

Expansion Of lnB: The Rytov Metbod

In section 3 we summarized the results of the geometrical opties
mation and of the single scattering approximation.

approxi~.

Eq. (3-7) together

with eqs. (3-9) are a convenient representation of the results of the
latter.

An

important point to be noted is that as d/kt 2 approaches zero

the quantity B1 (r) approaches the form given in the exponent of (3-2);
this is easily verified from the arguments leading to (3-1).

Therefore

the expression

(5-1)
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appears to be valid in Region III of fig. 4 as well as in Regions I and
II even though the single scattering approximation is not valid there.
This interesting fact led

to the conjecture at the end of the last

decade in the Russian literature (Tatarski, 1961; Chernov, 1960] that

{5-1) might repreaent effects of multiple scattering and, possibly, be
valid outside Regions I, II, and III.

This conjecture was given a basis

by a perturbation expansion of the quantity t(r} ~ ln[u{r}/u (r}]
0

= ln[B(r)]

according to a metbod referred to as "Method of Smooth Perturbations 11 in
the Russian literature and ascribed to S. M. Rytov [1937] who first used
this approach in a non-stochastic problem of light scattering from ultrasonic waves.

In the western, chiefly American, literature this method

is referred to as "Rytov 1 s Method 11 while its lowest order approximation
t(Î:)

B1 \r) is known as "the Rytov Approximation".

This method can he described most easily as fellows: Upon substituting
the quantity t(r} for u(r} as defined above into the basic equation
(2-7) we obtain a differenttal equation in t<î:):

0

or
(5-2)

introducing the dimensionless operators

.....

o =k -1....~ and o2

=

.........

o.o.

This

differentlal equation together with an appropriate radiation condition
for t [deWolf, 1965b] has a unique salution which is the logarithm of
the normalized field B(!).

An important point stressed by Hoffman [1959]

is that (5-2) is really a Riccati-type differenttal equation in
implies that t is determined except for an additive constant.

áv which

This cor-

responds to the fact that the wave equation in B(r),

till
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~....

2

+ 2ik·Y'B + k ec(!)B = o

(5-3)

determines B(r) except fora multiplicative factor.

The solutions we

have obtained to (5-3) in previous sections can be considered as originating from the inhomogeneous equation

fitted to the physical choice B(~) ~ 1 when oê(~) ~ 0.
course, has already determined B(r) fully.

This, of

A solution to (5-2) is ob-

tained by a perturbation method in €:

...

(5-5)

which leads to a series of equations

-oe (r)
-(~

1

(5-6)

)2

-2 ~ .at

1 2

, etc.

We solve the first equation in complete analogy to (5-4), the solution
of which is formally (2-15) with B replaced py B = 1 in the integral,
0

and find
of

w1(r)

=

B (r)~

1

This is the Rytov approximation; the effects

*2 , *J' etc. are ignored in this approximation.

5.2.

Evaluation Of The Rytov Approximation

The original Russian basis for the approximation w(r) ~
[Chernov, 1960] was slightly different.

*1 (r)

The justification was that

and was therefore negligible if Àl~l

1

Since this result was obtained

from the first of eqs. (5-6), Chernov claimed that dropping
in (5-2) was sufficient.

B (~)

(~) 2

term

(~) 2 ~ À2 1~ 12

<< 1 since the other terms

contained only the first or zeroth power of À/~/.

DeWolf
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[1965b] attempted to spell out more carefully why ll~l << 1
might be a sufficient condition, but - as we have argued with respect
to the depolarization term - it is very dangerous to drop terms in a
differentlal equation and justify the solution a posteriori without
taking the effect of the neglected term into account.

Therefore, the

only rigarous basis upon which this approximation can be evaluated is
the perturbation approach of (5-5) and (5-6).
Let us for the moment ignore the range of validity of the Rytov approximation and examine the approximation ~(r) ~

B (r).
1

From (3-~) it is

clear that B (r) can be written as a sum of nearly independent integrals
1
over subvolumes of the order of several correlation lengths diameter.
If d/t is a large number (this is always assumed) there are many such
subvolumes

and by application of the central-limit theorem of statistica

1

it is clear that B (~) tends toa gaussian-distributed random variabie
as d/2

~ ~.

For all practical purposes, the actual distributton of

B (r) will not differ appreciably from a gaussian.
1
B(~)

The normalized field

as given by (5-1) in the Rytov approximation is lognormally-

distributed.
Now we can compute all the statistica of B(r), and in particular, by us2

ing < exp x>= exp (<x /2 >) for gaussian

K

(with zero mean),

we find
< IRN >

= I 0 N exp [ 2N2<

1

Blr 2 >

(5-7)

where Brr and B11 are the real and imaginary parts of B1 [see èqs. (3-9)]
and the subscript R indicates use of the Rytov method.

Outside the Fresnel-

zone there is a problem regarding energy conservation.

Clearly

(5-7)

prediets

<I > •

!

2

0

exp(2 < Blr >) which in the

<I>~

Fraunhofer zone becomes

I

exp(2ad) as derived in (3-9).

0

Regard-

ing the statistica! average <I.> as an average of the observed field
over a plane normal to the propagation direction, we cbserve that < I >
is a measure of the average flux passing through the layer and therefore we should find that < I > = I
(4-19)]

since

in these

k~

[as we have iudeed established in

0

>> 1 situations only a negligible amount of

energy flux never reaches the boundary z

= d.

However, (5-7) is in con-

flict with this fact, and it prediets growing <I >as ad grows.

An

ad hoc correction proposed by deWolf [1965b] was to accept the cut-off
of the series (5-5) and to correct for ignoring the effects of v , v ,
2
3
etc. by fixing the additive constant in v so that energy is conserved.
I.e. the proposed modified Rytov approximation would then take the form

B(~)

(5-8)

If we would continue the Rytov metbod and compute

Vz• v 3 , etc. we would

not have the freedom of choosing this additive constant because the
physical restrietion B(r) ~ 1 as &E(r) ~ 0 also determines
v(t) fully.

Furthermore, this ad hoc correction can only be used for

locations of observation beyoud ~ = (O,O,d) in the z·direction since
< Blr

2

> depende only on d in that case and is a proper addltive con-

stant even when z > d is a variable.
sarily restrictive.

We shall see that this is unneces-

There is also some justification for use of (5-8)

on the basis of the methods of chapter 4 which have more firmly established
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the vi of (5-5)

results.

and the Bom terms B. obtained upon expanding both v(~) and B(r) in orJ

dersof

E

from the defining relationship ~(~) =In B(r):
~<~>

t 2 <r>

B (r)
1
B
2

(r)

- l

2

B 2(~)

- B1

(5-9)

1

rr>

B2

<r>
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Let us write

t = < t > + ow

where 61jf has zero mean:

B(f)

(5-10)

If we retain the lewest order terros in

E

in each factor of (5-10) in the

Fraunhofer zone, we can find by taking the averages of the successive
terros of (5-5)
< >Jr('f) > = < B2 > -

t

[< Blr2 > + <

-2ad + O(kt 2/d) + 0(€4 )

(5-11)

-2 < Blr2 > + O(kt2/d) + 0(€4)

61Jr(~)

=

B 1 {~) + 0(€ 2 )

Eqs. (5-10) and {5-11) again give rise to (5-8) but now we need not restrict ourselves to points of observation at z > d.

This procedure is

it is argued that ov is normally distributed

somewhat less ad hoc,

for then the statistics of I(r) = B(r) B*(r) are determined by
< 61Jr ê1jf * > = < B
1r
r r

2

> + 0(€4 ) which appears in the

exponent as a term (times a numerical factor) added to an integral number times < 1f! > = -2 < B1r

2

> + O(é). The cut-offis in

exp < f > and in exp 61f! are therefore consistent.
The question remains: how valid is the Rytov approximation?
argued that < v2t 2*

>I

< t

Brown [1966)

t * > becomes of the order of unity as
1 1

ad approaches unity, and increases as

ad~~.

therefore Rytov 1 s

approximation is unjustified beyend the limits of single scattering.
DeWOlf [1967a] countered this argument (without rejecting its conclusion)
by pointing out along the lines developed here from Eqs. (5-5), (5-9)
- (5-11) that Brown neglected to split off the average value of 1f!, and
that in statistics such as < I > each term of < 1jf > exactly balances a
2
term of< (ovr) >. It is interesting, though, that Brown's compu•

tation of < t 2t * > is in agreement with the results of this work.
2
Taylor [1967] criticized the Rytov approximation because, in the form

(5-1) it leads to an increasing value of
wave

< u(r)

< I > with d, while the coherent

> is not predicted properly in the first few orders of e.

Neither of Taylor 1 s objections are valid if the modified form (5·8) is
considered to be the Rytov approximation.
In spite of the objections raised against both Brown 1 s and Taylor 1 s ar·
guments, we can now establish that Rytov 1 s approximation is !!2,!:_ valid
in Region IV of fig. 4.

< IRN >

=

insteadof (5-7).

With the modified fom (5-8) we obtain

I 0 N exp[2N(N-l) < Blr

2

>]

(5-12)

Upon comparing with (4·31) we observe that there is

agreement only for N = 1.

It is easily established that (4·26) can al·

so be obtained from (5·8).

As a consequence, it appears that the Rytov

approximation gives correct results for < B(r) B*(r') >in region IV but
that it cannot be used without further verification for calcu1ations in·
volving highermomentsof I.

The distributton of I implied by (5-12)

is different from that implied by (4-3l) with

5.3.

ad~

1.

Tatarski 1 s CUmu1ative Distortion Method And 1967 Resu1t

In order to avoid the difficu1ty inherent in the expansion (5-5) that
the effect of higher order terms in

E

is not included in the conventiona1

Rytov approximation, Tataraki [1966, 1967] devised a more complicated
expansion of t(f)

= 1n

B(f).

A

briefdescription of his 1966 metbod in

terms of the notation of this work starts with introducing

~

auxi1iary

functions vfn and w(~) with

v(f')

v(!)w(1)

(5·13)
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Upon Slbstituting into (5-2) we obta:t.n the equation

(2~ + 2ik~ + 2vA + v~H~;r +
+ wt:Jv + vt:M + 2ikw(ÖV/Öz) + w2 (~) 2 + k 2es • 0

(5-14)

Tataraki chooses to break this into two equations in two variables by
ûnposing the condition that the coefficient of grad w be zero.

He ob-

tains 'two equations from (5-14) which become,after some rearranging of
terms:
In v
t:!iN

+

f vw -

-ik.'r
2

2

(5-15)

+ (t.lnv - (mnv) ] w + k e,/v = 0

These two equations are solved by iteration, with vw

=0

a~

the zeroth

iteration; we shall mark the successive complete approximations (not the
additional contributions) by the subscripts 1, 2, ·••·

Solving for v

1

in

the first of (5-15), and then for w1 in the secend of (5-15) we obtain
(5-16)
which is the very same resu1t as for t (~) in the Rytov approximation

1

[Eq. (5-9)].

Tataraki continues one step further: he introduces (5-16)

into the first of {5-15) to obtain v

2 and then w2 from the second of

{5-15),
v

(6

+

2

exp[-ik..~

-

~ 1 (~)]

2 [12 2 + t<\7
1. . 2]
k ó6

k )w 2 -

B )
1

... -

w

2

e

1

ik·r + 2fi 1 (~)

(5-17)

where w is obtained by ignoring the effects of the square bracketed term
2
of the second of Eqs. (5-17).

Tatarski essentia11y solves this equation

by reduction to a non-linear integra1 equation that is evaluated numerically.
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Since B (~ appears in exponents in (5-17) it appears that at

1

least

~

method.

multiple scattering effects are taken into account by this

But since the iteration of

v = v 1w1 + v2w2 + ---

stops short

at v w , etc. it is not clear what the parameter of expansion really is.
3 3
Tatarski [1967] in his second metbod gives a parametrie relationship
between the varianee aT

2

= Var(ln I) and the scattering parameter

= 4 [1 - ( 1 +

3 1 2)•1/6]
;

2
o1 :

4ad

(5-18)

and he plots this relationship in a crT versus o

1

graph.

Actually we should

stress certain differences between Tataraki's works [1966] and [1967].
The cumulative distartion metbod does not lead to an analytic expression
of aT as a function of a 1 but the numerical result is plotted as a curve
in fig. 2 of Tataraki [1966].

Unfortunately the numerical res1,1lt contains

an undetermined parameter: the asymptotic value of oT as a
is fitted by Tatarski to a value determined by the data.

1

~ ~.

which

In the later work

[Tatarski, 1967] another approac~ basedon geometrical opties methode, to
strong fluctuations is foliowed and it leads to (5-18).

The aurve (5-18)

,appears to resembie the cumulative distartion method curve although there
For both methods the following clarifyáre differences at o "-» 1
1
ing remarks are required to facilitate the comparison to the present
work.
(i)

Tatarski really computes as ordinate a
and he plots the quantity cr

(ii)

The quantity o
stant C

n

1

0

= [Var(ln

A)]

1/2

= aT/2

= cr /2 as abcissa.
1

is actually given in terms of the structure con-

[Tatarski, 1961] of the refractive index fluctuations:

= 1.23

c 2 k7/6 dll/6

(5-19)

n
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(iii)

The aT vs a 1 graphs in Tatarski 1 s artic1es are compared to data
gathered by Gracheva and Gurvich [1965], but these data points
are not p1otted correctly (see section 5·~4).

(iv)

The

r~1ationship

2

a1

=

4a'd is obtained from

Referring to (4·37) and

a:'

k2€2ldKK~
16n

0

(K,O)
3

(4~39)

[1 ~

(5~19)

as follows:

we write down again,

sin(K2d/k)]
(K2d/k)

2

corresponding to < Blr >/d as in (3-9) with L • d.

(5-20)

The filter function

in square brackets approaches zero as K ~ 0, and therefore we can
use the inertlal subrange form of the Rolmogorov spectrum [Tatarski, 1961,
P• 48]

(5-21)

which differs from Tatarski 1 s form by a factor 4 x Sn3 ; the factor 4 be2
2
3
cause € • 4 < (5n) > and the factor sn due to the difference in
definition of inverse Fourier transforms.

Insertion of (5-21) into

(5-20) leads directly to (5-19); details of the calculation can be found
in Fried and Cloud [1966].

Actually there are objectlans to be brought

forward in using the inverse power law of t (K,O) for !11 K·in (5-20),
3
even accepting (5-20) as a valid Fraunhofer approximatlon to a. These
objectlens wi11 be dlscussed more fully insection 7.2.

5.4.

Comparlson Hith Atmospherlc Turbulence Light Intensity Fluctuation

The treatment of strong fluctuations (i.e. those for which € and d are
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so large that we are dealing with parameter-space Region IV of fig. 4)
so far has been according to three methods:
i) The Rytov approximation (RA) of section 5.1,'perhaps with
modification as in section 5.2.
ii) · The Tatarski cumulative «l:istortion method (TCDM) of section.

5.3.

iii)

The high frequency perturbation metbod (HFPM) of chapter 4, of
which a condensed version has been reported recently
(deWolf, 1967b].

The RA and HFPM results are clearly different at large values of ~ becausa the probabi1ity momentsof I differ [eompare (5-12) to (4·33)].
The TCDM is harder to oompare since

we

do not have an expression for

Var(lni) as given in (5·18) but we can establish an asymptotic comparison
2 since a 12 = 4a 1 d..,. ""• In
the same ltmit, the results of chapter 4 for the HFPM predict a Rayleigh
to (5·18) as a'd

~ ~.

In that case aT

-+

•distributed field u(~) which implies, according to an elementary calculation using the probability dansity given after (4·34) that
[Var(ln I)]l/l..,. ~Af6 ~ 1.28.

I.e.

lim[Var(lni)] 1/ 2 • 2

, Tataraki [1967]
(5-22)

ad-+ ..

.. 1.28 , HFPM
Therefore we can see that these two methods lead to essentially diffetept
reaults.

Por a 1 d

N

1 we cannot compare them numerically because we cannot

compute Var(lni) in the HFPM, and we also cannot convert Tataraki's result
to a plot of < 12 >. Pora 1d << 1 both methode reduce to the same single•
scattering result.

Of the three methode only the HFPM results eppear

to have clear limits of validlty delineated and the validity of the other
methode in Region IV must be conteated on theoretical grounds since the

HrPM results·hold and are different in this parameter regiDn.
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However, it is important to verify these results by experiment.

In de-

signing an experiment for measuring strong fluctuations in a random
medium many constraints must be overcoma.

The fluctuations must be op-

tically weak, and the pathlength sufficiently long so that
1

a: d

>

1 while kB

>>

1.

€

2

<<

1, yet

T\lrbulent atmospheric layers appear to be the

natural environment for such an experiment.

Let us examine the parametrie

form of a:d as given in (3-4):

2
k .edi

(41!r e ) 2 < (5N) 2 > k-4, : electron density
fluctuations

(5-23)

Pw]

Pa
4 x 10 -12 Var [ 77.6 T+
3.73 x 10 5 T2

where

T: air tempersture in degrees Kelvin
pa: total air preesure in millibars
pw: partlal water-vapor pressure in millibars
classica! electron radius

<(&Nf) :

electron density varianee
2

The first form of e

is for turbulence due to electron density fluctu-

ations in ionospheric layers.

Note that

e.].2 oe k -4 for this case.

The second form, quoted from Wheelon [1959] is for pressure and density
fluctuations of the neutral atmosphere and for these fluctuations the
electromagnetic effect is frequency independent.

In the ionosphere typical

values for the electron density varianee do not usually exceed 1022 m-6 •
At a UHF frequency of 300 MHz we therefore obtain a value

f

s

300 MHz

(5-24)
2

At typical radio and radar frequencies the value of Ei will dominate.
At this typical frequency of 300 MHz (k =21! m-1 ) we have a~
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&4

'

x lo- 9.ed

for ionospheric turbulence and since t < 10 m this sets a pathlength re·
3
quirement of d > 10 km which is quite impractical of course.
of the k

Because

-2 -dependence of ad in this case, a decrease in frequency may

seem promising but for f < 30 MHz the transparency of the atmosphere becomes a problem as we11 as the requirement kt>> 1.

= 25

we still have d

Even so, at f

~

30 MHz

km, a margina1 distance with regard to prohing 1ayers

of high electron density by satellite•receiver experiments.

An increase

in frequency wi11, of course, decrease the practica1ity of an electron
density fluctuation experiment.
Rather than utilize the second form of

€

2

in (5-23) for estimating ad

due to pressure and density fluctuations, we turn back to the empirica!
relationships of section 5-3:

4a'd
Tatarski [1961, p. 79] quotes a typica1 va1ue of
en

~

10

-9

cm

-1/3

~

path1engths of d

~

-9 -1/3
5 x 10 m
• At f
5 x 105km for

= 300

MHz this requires an immense

a 1 d > 1. By going to optical frequencies

it is c1ear that we can hope to reduce pathlengths to the order of several
hundreds of meters to several kilometers, because of the k 7/6 -frequency
dependenee of a 1 d, for a 1 d > 1.
Therefore it appears that optical paths in the lower atmosphere are most
feasible for a strong f1uctuation experiment.

This is even more the

case because of the ease of having ground-based instruments.

To date

only sparse measurements of strong intensity fluctuations at optical frequencies due to atmospheric turbu1ence have been reported in the
1iterature originating outside the USSR, and many of these are suspect
[Fried, 1967].

Cou1man [1966] has made measurements of the influence of

strong fluctuations upon the optica1 modulation transfer function; how-
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ever,his data are sparse, must be corrected for spherical wave effects,
and are not easily interpreted as intensity fluctuations or as some other
quantity which can be compared to the theoretica! results.
To date there are two Russian sourees of data.

Gracheva and Gurvich

[1965] have reported scintillation of intensity measurements gathered
from a path (variable in length) between light souree and receiver close
to the earth 1 s surface.

Recently Gracheva [1967], in an as yet untrans-

lated article, reported new data obtained with more sensitive equipment.
In both works the

data~

plotted in a a vs a

1

graph (figs. 13 and 14,

we will discuss the superimposed curves in these graphs further on).
The abcissa a

1

is the combination of atmospheric parameters given in

(5-19) in which the numerical value of Crt is to be adjusted to thermodynamica! measurements.

The ordinate a is defined by the relationship
(32 = <[I - < I
<I> 2

>] 2 >

(5-26)

where the' parameter (3, the ratio of standard deviation of intensity to
mean intensity, is obtained in some fashion from the data.
The reason for this,, particular choice of coordinates is that i t facilitates
a test of the Rytov approximation.

2

Upon utilizing (5-7) with 4< Blr >

= a 12

as established in (5-20) we obtain from the Rytov approximation

(32

=

- 1

(5-27)

which implies [referring to (5-26) again] that the Rytov approximation
prediets a= a 1 , i.e. that data points will all be on the 45° line of
this plot.
with a

1

This appears indeed to be the case for those data points

< 1, but for those with o 1 > 1 there is a marked deviation, a

saturation effect, which implies that large fluctuations are not described
by the Rytov approximation - a fact that we have already predicted on
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Figqre 13.

Log-intensity f1uctuations a vs Rytov a,.
cri

ligure 14.

Log-intensity fluctuations a vs Rytov a 1 •
crt

cr,-•

ligure 15.

Log-intensity fluctuations a vs Rytov a 1 •
lOl

theoretica! grounds.

In fig. 13, corresponding to the Gracheva and Gurvich

data, we have denoted by a dashed line the Tataraki saturation curve (5-18).
Actually Tataraki does~ plot a vis o1 ; he plots oT

=

[Var(ln I)]

i/2

vs cr • The two quantities a and oT are equal only for a log-normal dis1

tribution of I (i.e. ln I distributed as a gaussian random variable).
Since Tataraki's approximation assumes a log-normal distribution and since
his crT vs a 1 curve appears to fit the data it appears as if his log-normal
distribution is indeed experimentally verified so that aT
fore it appears that the a vs a
curvè.

1

= o1

and there-

curve is identical to the aT vs a1

The HFPM method of this work prediets [as can be computed directly

'from (4-46) for N

a

2

= 2

and the equality o

= ln

(

2-e

2
= 4a 1 d]:
1

-o/)

(5-28)

This HFPM result is plotted as a solid curve in figs. 13 and 14; note
that this curve in fig. 13 lies appreciably below the data.
DeWolf [1968] pointed·out that there is a discrepancy in the data of these
two Russian papers.

The 1965 data cluster for large o at a"" 1.5
1

while the 1967 data cluster at a= 0.75.

The souree of this dis-

crepancy appears to be an error made by Gracheva and Gurvich in reducing
their data.

The nature of this error is the following: The ordinate of

the 1967 data graph is indeed a as obtained through (5-26) from
is dètermined directly from the data.

the same, except that
~

~

is

~

~

which

The ordinate of the 1965 data is

obtained directly from the data.

Rather,

is obtained from the quantity

y

=<

Ir -<I >I >
<I >

(5-29}

which is obtained from the data directly.
calculated the relationship between

~

Gracheva and Gurvich mis-

and y i.e. between cr and y

which is implied by the assumption that I is log-normally distributed.
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From this assumption we can compute directly that

=4

r = 4 Erf(crT/2)
Erf(x)

x

=- -j
1

mo.

Erf(cr/2)
(5-30)

2

dt e-t 12

·where Erf(x) is closely re1ated to the error function erf(x) as de•
fined, e.g. by Abramovitz and Stegun [1964], and where the equality oT =a
is implied by the log-normal assumption.

Defining Erf

-1

(x) as the

inverse function of Erf(x) we obtain
(5-31)

which differs from the result of Gracheva and GUrvich who obtain
o

~

2Erf

-1

(r/2).

We can now correct the '1965 data of fig. 13 by taking

the cr of each data point and computing a crcorr via

0

corr

(5-32)

2 Erf -1[12 Erf(o/2) ]

These corrected data points are plotted in fig. 15 and we observe that
the data points are brought down in this fashion by roughly a factor 2.
The 1965 and 1967 data now appear to be consistent.

It is now clear

that Tataraki's 1967 curve lies too high while the HFPM curve fits the
1965 data very well, and the 1967 data reasonably.
are

~

However, the data

normally distributed which means that the curve of (5-18) should

not be plotted as a aT vs o

1

but as a a vs a 1 curve.

Th is could be

done in principle, utilizing {4-48), but it will be sufficient to point
out that (5-22) shows a difference between Tatarski 1 s crT and our predietien for crT in the limit of large a 1 •

Clearly a large part of Ta-

tarski1s curve cannot be in agreement with the data, even when properly
replotted.
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The conclusions from.:these experimental data are two-fold:
(i)

The intensity is not log-normally distributed for strong fluctuations (a'd

(ii)

>

1)

The Rytov approximation technique even when modified to give
Tataraki's 1967 method, does not predict the varianee of strong
intensity fluctuations, although this metbod does take part of
the saturation effect into account.
this effect very satisfactorily.
to the asymptotic value for a

1

The HFPM-results account for

The TCDM curve may he fitted

~ oo

but this is unsatifactory.

It also remains an unsatisfactory point that fig. 15 shows data points
lying above the HFPM saturation curve.

It is not clear from Gracheva 1 s

artiele whether the considerable spread in data is due to measurement,
inaccuracy, non-stationary statistica, or other reasons.

For this rea-

son it remains desirable to reserve full judgement on the experimental
verification until more reliable data have been gathered.

Hopefully such

data will be forthcoming in the near future*. These data of figs. 14
and 15 certainly provide a strong indication in favor of the theory
developed in this work.
There is an additional point to be made concerning the Gracheva and
Gurvich, and Gracheva, data.

They have also tested the hypothesis of

. log-normal distributton as follows: For a fixed, large value of a

1

they

consider the lnl record of that partienlar maasurement and determine the
distributton function F(lni) of those data.

Let F0 (x) be the normalized

distributton function of a gaussian random variable.

Gracheva and Gurvich,

following Tataraki [1961, p. 210], plot a graph with

*

Conference on Atmospheric microstructure and its effect on the
propagátion of opticaland radio waves; Breckenridge, Colo,; August 2831, 1967.
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abcissa:

ln I

ordinate:

F -l[F(lni)]

(5-33)
0

where F -l(x) is the inverse function of F(x).
0

This plot is a straight

line when F is the distributton function of a Gaussian variable,_ and its
slope and intersectien determine the varianee and mean of lni.

In both

articles, Gracheva and Gurvich show that this test gives straight lines
for their data, consequently they argue in favor of a log-normal distribut ion.
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Figure 16.
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Test of normal distribution F of hypothetical data really
0

distributed as Rayleigh F.
Unfortunately their range of data is insufficiently large for proof of
this point.

In fig. 16 we have taken hypothetical data points obeying

the Rayleigh distributton implied by (4-34) and applied the test (5-33)
lOS

over the ~range of data (0.02 <I< 1).
a reference intensity of unity.

For convenience we have used

The resulting curve is also a straight

line in spite of the obviously non-normal choice of distribution F.
Therefore, the log-normal test plots of Gracheva and Gurvich are not
in conflict with the above stated conclusion (i).

5.5.

Tatarski And Gertsenshtein 1 s Renormalization Metbod

In an earlier attempt to obtain results valid for strong fluctuations
and large pathlengths, Tatarski and Gertsenshtein [1963], Tatarski
[1964], and Ryzhov et alii [1965] develop and apply a renormalized expansion reminescent of field theory.

We shall outline the formalism in

operator language, introducing the following operators: (wave and souree
functions are replaced by symbols that can be operated upon from the
left)

+ k2

l.

~

V

~

u

~

u

~

uo('f)

s

~

s(1)

0

ó

2
-k 8 e. (ïl)
u(t)

(5-34)

The wave equation can be written

óu(r)

where

5 (r)

when

f(r) ~ 1.

+ k 2 6 (r)u(r)

s(r)

(5-35)

is a souree function which generates the primary wave u (r)
0

This formulation translates the scattering problem

into a radiation problem which is fully specified with the requirement
of outgoing wave solutions.
( ~. -V)u
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=s

In operator language this equation reads:

(5-36)

The advantage of operator notation is that one can generate the results
rapidly.

Justification of all steps can be given a posteriori by trans-

lating back into coordinate language.

( 't0 -V)

=G we obtain the

-1

Naming the inverse operator

formal salution u = Gs.

Operator G

is the integral Green's function operator for the lefthand side of (5-36).
If we expand G taking care to retain the sequence of operators, in terms
of

.L0 -l

=G ,
0

integral Green 1 s :function operator of

0

(i.e. belonging to -exp[iklr-r' l/43ljf-r'l ]) we obtain

which is just the Bom series (2-16) because G s
0

= u0 •

Tatarski and

Gertsenshtein avert the difficulty of using an expansion in V (i.e. in e)
by attempting to subtract off averaged quantities at each stage in the
expansion.

Let us introduce the averaged function notation

etc. and write 1(r

= iji

sourees we deal with.

+

êl(r

'f +.-+ < 1(r(r) >

where 1jr is any of the fields and

The operator G V as in (5-37) plays a central role
0

in the theory of wave equations and a renormalized operator K is defined
as follows

(5-38)

Since
1(r

V=

0, K

= G0 V when

working u pon a sure function

In general

is a random quantity and operator K then subtracts the mean effect

of G V from its actual effect.
0

Tatarski takes the mean of (5-36), and al-

so the difference of (5-36) and its mean.
by

1ji.

1 -l
dvo

=Go

and utilizing s

s, V

Upon multiplying this difference

0, and (5-38) we obtain the fol-

lowing two relati0nships

J,n
-%u=
0

s

OU = Kü +KOU

(5-3
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We can eliminate au from the first of Eqs, (5-B9) by using the formal
series solution for 5u in terms of powers of K as obta'ined from the
second equation.

The formal solutions are then obtained from

( l. - ~VKm}
=~Km

5u

s

(5-40)

Ü

The "first renormalization" is obtained by labeling

t1

inverse G and developing (
1

-

l

0

-

VK

=

l

1

, its

terms of G :
1

We obtain
0

u

{a1 + ~ (a1 ~ vKmr c Js

5u

L If1

1

(5-41)
Ü

m=l

The N-th renormalization is obtained similarly by including N terms

vifl

in ~N and performing the same inversion.

The approximation is

made by cutting (5-41) off after the first term in G (or first term in
1
~

for higher order renormalization); Eq, (5-41) is exact.

Let us examine the first renormalization approxirnation

ü

(5-42)

Since operator K is rather cpmplicated we cannot evaluate the discarded
terms of (5-41) directly.

Indeed, Tatarski does not appear to discuss

this cut-off (which he arrives at indirectly) either.
examine the equation
functional structure.
in mind that
let
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j_ 1 work

;L 1

~ 1ü

=

However, we can

s which is identical to (5-42) and give its

We do this by means of Fourier analysis.

L 0 -VGV
when
0

Bearing

applied to a non-random function we

on the simple function exp(i

k

1 .:;)

and obtain

(5-43)

e

where

is the po lar angle between vector

i

=

r-1\

and

k~.

'k

1-1e can

now perferm the Fourier inversion of u and obtain

(5-44)

where s(k) is the Fourier inversion of s(~).

The contributions to u(r)

3
from the d k'-integration arelargestat the roots of the equation

[I~ndau

and Lifschitz, 1962] and it tells us at which wavenumbers k the

plane wave constituents ofÜ(r) are concentrated.

D(k')

=

For free-space

2

k -k 12 and (5-44) then gives the result for free-space radlation

from a souree s(r) [Stratton, 1941, sectien 8.4].

We can solve the

dispersion relation (5-43) by expanding in terms of e.

For small

E

we

obtain
(5-45)

k'
which corresponds to the form for ""
k given in (4-10).

Clearly to this
~

order of approximation k 1 is Keller's coherent wavenumber k implying
that
(5-46)
It appears that the first renormalization is a generalization of Keller 1 s
result, but no use has been made of this generalization for kR

>>

1 since
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we cannot solve D(~')

=

0 more generally.

unsure footing as long as no
can be made.

est~ate

The approximation is on

of the discarded terms in (5-41)

Furthermore it does not appear very useful for the in-

coherent part 8u.
Finally, we can convince ourselves that higher order renormalizations
do not bring about a significant improverneut in the kt

>>

1 case.

Take

the next non-zero renormalization:

l

3

=

.f, °

VGV0

~

(5-47)

-3
When werking on a sure function the operator VK becomes

3
VK = VG VG VG V - VG VG VG V
0

0

0

0

0

(5-48)

0

which we can interpret by means of fig. 6.

The first term represents

all three diagrams but the secend term subtracts off the < 1)2
contribut ion.

Therefore 3
VK

3)4

>

has no significant diagram (i.e. no double

bead contribution) and is therefore small even when
unity.

><

VK

is of order

Higher order V~ also will not contribute beads because for odd

m:
VKm = V(G V)m - VG V G V(G V)m-Z
0

0

0

0

Ther'efore VG V is the dominant term in
o

(5-49)

J., m,

even when its contribution

is of the order of unity (in which case we cannot evaluate the roots of
the dispersion equation unfortunately).
It appears in conclusion that Tatarski's renormalization method does reduce to earlier methods by Keller, but an extension of these cannot be
evaluated and does not appear to lead to analytic results for kf >> 1.

IlO

6.

6.1.

MODIFICATIONS FOR SPHERICAL WAVE PROPAGATION

< B > And The Moments Of I

Up to this point we have confined our attention to propagation of plane
waves through a random continuum.

While this is instructive for under-

standing the complicated electrodynamics of the propagation problem it
is also an idealization that can he subject to question.

Take the

situation of fig. 17, where we have a transmitter at z = 0, a layer be·
tween z

a and z = a+d and a receiver at z = L.

When distance a is very

-- -

--~~--~~~~--~---------------.q_----------~~~R

-(?-__-__

Figure 17.

The geometrical configuration: spherical waves.

large that portion of the surface z = a that can scatter effectively
into z = L is illuminated essentially by a plane wave.

The requirement

that the first Fresnel zone be large compared to the area of this effective surface with area

.[i:;;' »

v;,

2
-2
rc(L-a) (kt)
is:

(L-a) J.../1,

, or
(6-1)

lH

In situations where the transmitter is immersed in the medium (i.e. a

=

O)

we must take into account the fact that spherical waves, not plane waves,
are heing scattered.

In this sectien we will review the formulation of

the scattering prohlem in sectien 2 for spherical waves.

The wave

equation (2-1) will now include a souree term on the righthand side -jö(î:)
where j is proportional to a current density.
where

p

is the dipale moment.

For a dipale transmitter,
In the reduction to the

scalar prohlem we assume an orientation of the transmitter such that
transverse fields are radiated in the z-direction so that in the transition to (2-7) we may drop the vectorial notation, normalize j to unity
and ohtain:

-ö(~)

(6-2)

The transition to an integral equation is very similar, except that we
set as a boundary condition that the primary wave (obtained as 5 -• 0)
2
he the solution to (6 + k )u
-ö(r). The salution to this equation
with radiation condition is simply u (t)
0

defined in (2-4) for

= -G(r),

the Green 1 s function as

f 1 = 0, i.e. u0 (r) = (4~r)- 1 exp(ikr). We ohtain

the following integral equation:

(6-3)

which is identical to (2-9), except that u (r}
0

(4~r)

-1

exp(ikr}.

Justi-

fication of (6Q3) can he ohtained by regarding the underlying structure of
the differential-integral equations.
operators as in subsectien 5.5
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For convenience we introduce

l.~
V

+ k2

t;

-k 2 B&

~

u

t•r)

u

~

u(t-)

~

u (i!)

~

u(f)-u (r)

0

Bu

(6-4)

0

0

By subtracting the equation for u0 (t) from (6-2) we obtain the operator
equation

( l 0 -V)Bu

"' Vu0

(6-5)

equivalent, formally; to the plane wave equation.

The solution of this

equation for Bu is determined by the boundary conditions which we
have already specified, and upon iteration we find from (6-5)

(6-6)

which corresponds to an iteration of the integral equation

(6-7)

This integral equation is the formal basis of, and identically equal to

óL 0 -l

(6-3) if

is the integral operator involving the Green 1 s function

G(r,i:').
In order to preeeed we digress to (2-26) with à replaced by z, and observe

that the

eq~ation

can also be obtained from (6-8)

2ik!
d

1

+

0

dz 1

upon replacing !'Ie

(6-8)

thro11gh the inversion of (2-11) by TJ and iterating.

Carrying out the operadon

~

upon the integrand by replacing the integrand
113

by its two-dimensional transverse Fourier transferm - this replaces the
2

exponenttal by a factor exp[-i(z-z 1 )K /2k] - and by then transforming
inversely back to oe ·B we obtain after integrating of dKx and
dK :

y

(6-9)

aresult obtained from the integral equation (2-15) by expanding

lr-r1 j

in the narrow-cone approxtmation of subsectien 2.3:

(6-10)
~

z-z 1

in denominator of

IV

G(r-~ )

1

For spherical waves we can obtain the analogous result in a similar fashion.
We start out from the normalized form of (6-3) which is identical to
(2~15)

for B(~) = u/u , with a ~ definition replacing that of G, viz.
0

(6-11)

In section 2.3 we explored the physical basis for the narrow-cone approximation which led simultaneously to (6-8) and (6-9).

In essence nothing

changes for spherical waves, except the incident wave which is now
spherical.

We obtain the analogy to (6-9) by expanding (6-11) to the

sameorder of approximation, i.e. we expand

lr-r 1 1,

rand r

1

as in

(6-10) around the .z-axis. The .result is

(6-12)

Substitution into (6-3) renormalized to read
114

B(r)
~

= l-k 2 ~ 3 r

= y/z,

1 G(r·r 1 )5

(r 1 )B(r 1 ) with new coordinates

s = x/z,

etc. leads to the simplified integral equation

x

(6-13)

x

and we can consider this equation as a derivate of (6-14) by the same
procedure that led to ~6-9)

(6-14)

Removing the

s1 ,

~l

coordinates in favor of x 1 , y we obtain:
1

B(p,z)

(6-15)

Eqs. (6-13) and (6-15) are the spherical wave analogues of our previous
plane wave equations.

Rather than perferm anew all the necessary

mathematica! steps, we have traeed the analogy and utilized it to write
down these results, but it is possible to derive these results along the
much longer straightforward pathof chapter 2.
Calculation of the quantities of chapter 4 can he traeed simply by repeating all the procedures.
by

We replace 86

(p 1 ,z 1) in (6-15)

its partial Fourier transferm ~(K ,z) through (2-11), iterate and work

1

liS

through chapter 4.

The exponenttal factor replacing that in (4-15a) for

< 1,2 > 1s

and this factor is unity to O(kt)-l for the same reasons.
all beads contribute a factor

(~),

Consequently

the same as for plane waves, and

(4-9) holds also for spherical waves.

The same argument holds for (4-lSb)

upon restrietins locations zm and zm+l on conjugate axes to within a
distance 2.

As

a·result, rungs still contribute a factor 2ad and con-

sequently the moments of I are still the same.
The situation with respect to the mutual coherence factor< B(l)
where

r•f'

l

z,

is somewhat different.

lines-of-sight to

r

B*(~ 1 )

With a spherical wave souree the

and ~~ are not parallel and we cannot devise a cor-

reetion as simple as in the plane wave case.

The

as follows: Wedefine two points of observation
coordinates and the half-angle

e

r

calcuJat~n

proceeds

andr 1 in cartestau

to one of them

<f p,O,L)
= (- f p,O,L)

': =

r

1

(6-17)

tane • p/2L
With this definition we write (6-15) for B(r) as follows:

and similarly for B(!').
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>,

Actually we do not know what expr .. ssion to use

for a line-of-sight path not normal to the layer but (6-18) is a good

e

approximation for small augles

because the deviations in
1

scattering volume contributing to B(Ï p,O,L) due to slanting
boundaries are then small compared to the total effective scattering
volume.

We can now transferm from r

culation of< B(r)B*(r')
rung contributions.

1

to z

1

= r

cose and trace the cal-

1

>. The difference with the caser 1 =ris in

As we have shown before, rung contributions involve

points

rl

ents.

Let us write down the autocorrelation of 5B at these two points,

on one axis and r2 on the other with nearly the same z-compon-

referring to (2-6):

We have written this down to show in the last form what we obtain .for
a rungin the place of (4-15b).

For simplicity we avoided the inter-

mediate transformation of 58

~

to

since we have already discussed in

conneetion with (6-16) the effect of the other factors.
cise, the rung contribution (4-16b) for spherical

wa~es

To be more preis given by

which transforma with (6-19) to

(6-19 1 )

U1'

Now transferm to coordinates rm = rm, ór = rm-rm+l'
we may set rm + rm+l

= 2rm

Since rm+l = rm+ O(t)

to good approximation in (6-19 1 ) .

integral may again be extended from -

~

to

.~

The ór-

without introducing serieus

boundary effects, and repeating the transfarms leading to (4-7) we obtain

2 2

r '

f

m

"'

~:re cos
€ e
dr /dKK
a/ cose m o

<t>

3

(K,O) J o (2Krmsine)+ O(kt)-

2

(6-20)

Replacing rm by zm/cose we obtain, instead of a link of dzm integrals
giving rise toa factor dN/N! fora diagram with N features, the following:

(6-21)

if there are n rungs, where f(z ) is an integrand of dz
including
2 2
2
mi
mi
k € /8~cos e as in (6-20). Consider all N! permutations of z 1 ---- zN,
There are N!/n! permutations that leave the sequence z

--- z
unchanged.
ml
mn
If we take all of these latter together, we can separate out of (6-21)

a facto:"'
z

rl dz

m

m

n

(6-22)

For each of these there are n! permutations that only change the order
of the z

--- z , thus with the same value (6-22). The other z's are
ml
mn
freely integrable between a and a+d. Consequently (6-21) is equal to

]n = rL~ .[

a+d
[ [ dz f(z)

l18

N
:!

a+d

]n
dz f(z)

(6-23)

We therefore obtain for each rung a factor a(e) with

a(e)

~

a+d

J

(6-24)

dzf(z)

a

and instead of (4-26) we find for spherical waves

(6-25)
For clarity we can substitute (6-17) for tane and note that a(e) contains
a

layer~idth

integral of J (Kpz/L) which indicates that for L >> d we
0

>>t in order to decarrelate the field B(r) in transverse di-

require a

p

rection.

For the case of a souree embedded in the random medium (a

=

0)

we see that the effective correlation length is of the order of fL/d, i.e.
larger than in the plane wave case by a magnification factor L/d.
a>> d, a/L

~

1, we approach the plane wave limit.

For

Formulas such as (6·24)

and (6-25) are of importance in astronomical applications where a radio
souree might probe a planetary atmosphere by sending signals to distant
earth-based receivers.
A trivial extension of (4-26) to the spherical wave case can be made;
but it will not be written down.

But the extension of (4-46) is important

2

2

and we must compute < Blr > and < Bli > again.

6.2.
6 .2 .1.

The Correlations Of B1r And Bli
Arbitrary spectrum

For weak scattering, detailed statistica of the phase and amplitude
fluctuations separately were easily determined in the plane wave case
(section 3.2).
B1r and Bli'

These statistica were shown to be fully determined by
In this subsectien we workout spherical wave results

analogous to (3-9) and in particular show that the resulting expressions
differ only in the analytica! forma of the scattering filter functions
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F(K) and G(K).

1 1

B(~ ,z ) =

We choose Eq. (6-15) as a starting point, setting

1 (single•scattering limit) to obtain

(6-26)
where we set for convenianeet = (O,O,L). By taking realand imaginary
2
2
parts of (6-25) we form < B1r >, < B1i >, and < B1rBli >. We replace
< 8t(r 1)8f(r2 ) > by the righthand side of Eq. (2-6 iii), perfarm the operations t;_ and

az = z 1-z 2 ,

Óoz, set i5 1 -"t>2 = 0, introduce sum and difference coordinat.es
Z

= (z 1+ z2)/2,

terms of O(K/k)- so that

az

and carry out the dóz integration neglecting
can be neglected in the trigonometrical factors -

as in deriving (4·7). The result is:

< Bl/

<

> • ~:!E

~;iz >

•

< B1rBli > •

2
!dK Kt3 (K,O) {1 -

~

1

2

dZ cos(K z(L-Z)/kL)t

~::EZ !dK Kt3{K,O) {1 + ~ 7dZ coa(K2Z(L·Z)/kL)}

~:!E2 ldK Kfi3

(K,O)

{t 1

(6•27)

2

dZsin(K (L·Z)/kL]}

These results are identical to (3•9a) with new scattering filter functions
J'(K) and G(K) :
a+d

F(K)
G(K)

lil t fa dZ cos K2Z(L•Z)/kL

lilt •ya

It is 1traightforward,

although laborious, to perform the integrationa

over dZ, and we obtain in
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(6-28)

dZ sin K2Z(L•Z)/kL

te~s

of the notation (see fig. 17)

xa

1 - 2(b+d)
L

x
C(x) ., / d t cos(rrt 2/2)

xt3
2

R

1 -

f.2.

0

L

x

S(x) =/dt sin(rrt 2/2)

L
2rrk

0

F(K) = h<KR) -

G(K)

Ïd<KR) -

1

1

{cos[~KR) 2Jc(KRX) + sin[~KR) 2] S(KRX) }::
2

{cos[~KR) Js(KRX)-sin[~KR)JC(KRX) }::

(6-29)

where the parenthetica1 notatien in xa and xt3 indicates that the va1ues
of F and G for X = Xcx are subtracted from those for X

Xt3. The 1ength

R/2rr is the radius of the first Presnel zone at the receiver, and

x0 ,

X~

are geometrica1 factors relating the finite distauces b and L to

the 1ayer width d.
The filter functions of (6-29) reduce to the p1ane wave results (3-9b)
when L
X

~ oo,

This follows from (6-28) by utilizing a new variabie

Z/L-1/2 taking into account the fact that a

finity as L ~

oo,

1
and neglecting termsof O(L- ).

L-b-d tends to inThe merit of

both these and the plane wave results lies in the separation of the
fluctuation phenomena from purely geometrical effects.
represented by the speetral function
ing filter functions.

3

~ (K,O);

The former are

the latter by the scatter-

However, the resulting correlations are expressed

as integrals over a product of these factors so that it is nat readily
seen what the effect of F and G are for given values of the geometry
parameters.

By choice of a spectrum we can perfarm the integration to

obtain numerical re1ationships.

The appearance of Presnel integrals in

(6-29) suggest that a gaussian spectrum will enable us to carry out the

I:! I

integrations, and we shall take such a spectrum, even though turbulenee
theory dictatas other farms, for mathematica! convenience.

6.2 .2.

Ga.ussian spectrum

We take Eqs. (6-27) and insert
"'
..,3 ( K, 0) = 'lf 3/2J!, 2:eL exp( -K2f. 2/4)

(6-30)

which corresponds to gaussian dielectric permittivity correlation, where
.eL is the longitudinal and

J!,

the transverse correlation length.

U pon

performing the integral over dK first, and then over the new variable

X = Z/L-1/2 replacing Z, we obtain by laborieus but straightforward
working out of the elementary normalized integrals:

.r

2

22

< Bli > = (~'lf/8)e k. J!,Ld[l + F
<Bl:rBH

.r

8 (~fi

(6-31)

dgo/2d)]

>. .i (.ffi/8)e 2k2tLd Gg(.f'lf dg/2d)

where the explicit gaussian filter functions in terms of variable

~

are:
.F

g

(~)

(6-32)

where d

go

•

kJ!,

2

is the geometrical opties distance limit of fig. 4.

In

figs. 18a-f we have plotted these filter functions for various choices
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Figure 18. The functions Fg(~-t) and

Gg(~-t)

as functions of

1.1

for

Gaussfan dielectric correlation function at diverse values
of the geometry ratios b/L, d/L.
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of geometrical length ratios d/1 and b/1.
to d/d

go

~

The limit

~ ~

oo corresponds

0, i.e. to the Fresnel scattering limit, while

sponds to the Fraunhofer limit d/d

go

~ oo,

~ ~

0 eerre-

Of course these spherical wave

expresslons give the general results we11-known for plane waves (see for
instanee fig. 2 in Bremmer 1964b and Eqs. 10 in deWolf, 1965a).
The choice of a gaussian spectrum was
of view of turbulence theory.

suspec~

of course, from a point

Therefore the results of figs. 18 should

not be taken too literally; moreover the measurement inaccuracy of the
parameters does not make it likely that for d
,

~

well between different curves at fixed value of

d
~·

go

we can distinguish
In optica! experi-

ments it is conceivable that some distinction between various values of
b/1 and d/L can be made and in this sense, these plots are useful.

6.2.3.

Discussion

The advantage of Eqs. (6-29) and (6-32) above previous results is that
expresslons are provided for !nY relative position of transmitter, receiver, and random continuurn layer.

The first attempt to correct for

the deviations in the scattering filter functions due to spherical wave
propagation was by Karavainikov [1957] and we can obtain a generalization
of his formulas from (6-29) by setting a

0, b

0 since his work is

concerned with transmitter and receiver embedded in the continuum.

We

give these formulas here for the sake of completeness:

[~KR)~ C(KR)

+ sin

[~KR) 2] S(KR)t

-l1cos[~KR) 2] S(KR)

sin

[~(f.R) 2] C(KR)f

F(K)

(KR) -l1cos

G{K)

(KR)

Since the effective scattering ang1e is less than (kt)-1 the scattering
volume is in the intersectien of two cones subtended along the z-direc124

tion with apexes at transmitter and receiver such that a plane through
.

both apexes has intersectien lines at an angle of (kt)

-1

•

Such a volume

is of the order of 1/16 of the effective scattering volume for plane
waves from the transmitter location scattering into the receiver.

tn

this sense formu1as (6-33) provide a not unimportant correction of (3-9b).
Yeh [1962] attempted to extend Karavainikov 1 s calculation to the case
i11ustrated in fig. 17, but his calculations are inaccurate when
a

~

b - d because he averaged part of an integrand in integrals

such as (6-28) in order to arrive at closed-form expressions.

Expres-

slons (6-32) were reported by deWolf [1965a] as an impravement upon the
work of Yeh and Karavainikov, whi1e expresslons (6-29) have been reported
recent1y [deWolf, 1967c] as a further

generali~ation

of the explicit

gaussian spectrum results.
Phase and amplitude fluctuations are affected by the form of the primary
wave.

From fig. 17 we observed that the effective surface area át

scattering into z

=L

~

= 0

has a diameter of the order of (L-a)(kt)- 1 • But

the primary wave is not of uniform phase on this surface if there are
more than one Fresnel zone
is violated.

over this distance, i.e., if condition (6•1)

Thus phase and log-amplitude effects separately will ex-

hibit specific spherical wave effects.
the case.

On

That is shown in (6-29) to be

the 0 ther hand intensity effects with respect to the

primary wave are not dependent on the geometry as we have shown in subsection 6.1.

6.3.

Aperture Considerations

We have treated the problem of computing the statistica of an electromagnetic monochromatic signal transmitted from T to a receiver R at the
other side of an infinitely extended layer of dielectric irregularities
125

bounded by planes at z =a and at z =a+ d (fig. 17).

From the nature

of the assumptions discuseed in sectien 2 it can be seen that only a finite
portion of this layer contributes to the fluctuation of u(r) at R; irregularities outside this portion cannot scatter effectively into R.
By assuming infinite extent in the x and y directions we are assured of
all possible contributions into R.

There are experimental situations

where this assumption is unwarranted.

Consider a space-ship flying be-

yond a planet and disappearing bebind it.

Before so doing it transmits

signals which traverse the (possibly turbulent) planetary atmosphere and
ultimately are received on the earth. ·Typical of this situation are the
large distauces of transmitter and receiver from the medium containing
dielectric medium.

The transmitter and receiver apertures are the largest

angles subtended respectively from T and R to two different locations
in the medium.

In this planetary situation it is clear that these aper-

tures can be very small and possibly less than the aperture of the effectively contributing portion of the infinite layer at the same location.
In this sectien we will investigate what influences this bas upon the
validity of the preceding work which was formulated for layers that can
present a sufficiently large aperture to transmitter and receiver.
The aperture plays a role in all of the previous formulas through the
constant a, a(óp), or a(óp,~), depending on which statietic of u(t) is
considered.

The constant a enters into these calculations through forma

(4·15a) and (4-lSb) ortheir spherical counterparts (6-16), while the
other constante enter through similar forma taking the displacements óp,
~

into account.

After performing the relative dóz integration in (4-15b)

we obtain as in (4-16b):

(6-34)
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where 5[

J

stands for the contributton from a layer at unit width, in

A similar form arises for bead contributions but since

this case at z .
m

every bead contributton (counted twice: one on each axis) cancels every
rung contribution we can suffice with (6·34).

The essential point is

that the constant 2ad·is really represented physically by the first Bom

- 1*~
contributton of the layer to u(r), namely < B1 (r)B
,r) >.
We will now present another derivation of this correlation that exposes
the physical structure and enables us to see in which way a restricted
aperture affects the calculation.
like region of dimensions V

~

t

3

Consider fig. 17 and the sketched blob•

e.

at scattering angle

Since a>> t,

b >> t, d >> t the asymptotic expansion can be made and in.first Born

approximation we find

(6-35)

where rT is the veetor from T to the center of V, and K the scattering
se
wave veetor with length K c
5

= 2ksin(e/2).comparing

the definition of f(e)

introduced here with the scattering cross•section Q(e) of section 3-2
we find < lf{e)l

2

>

= Q(e).

Wedetermine

. . 1*(r)
.. > = < u 1 (r)u
- 1*(f) >/ Iu0 !2 from (6-35), adding together all
< B1 (r)B
3
the .e •like regions in the layer. Since eaeh "blob" is essentially independent of every other the addition is incoherent and we obtain, since
Iu I
0

= L-l

fora properly normalized transmitted power

(6-36)

where 5[ ] stands for the contribution per unit volume.
we demonstrated in (3·14) the proportionality of Q(e)

E

In section 3.2
lf(e)j 2 with the
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scattering volume dA, the proportionality factor being:

(6-37)

where for convenience we have assumed the isotropie form of the spectrum
and consequently its dependenee upon only one variable.

3
eoordinates, with volume element d rT

~

rT

2

drT sint dt

In spherical
d~

we reformulate

(6-36) after inserting (6-37) to obtain

1
No te that ~ (Ksc) becomes very small whenever 2k,€ sillz-=G .;::; 1 i.e. when

e _;;

(U)

-1

3

.

The main contributton to (6-38) cornea from

small aperture extended from T.

Forthese angles

e<

sine~

e

(k,€)

-1

, a

and upon ap-

plying the sine rule in the triangle with sides rT, Jr-rTI' and L we obtain upon transforming from 1fr to

<

(..) *

~
B r B (r)
1
1

e,

and then from

e

to

1

K·2ksin~:

>

(6-39)

2 2

s;-

= k € d

f

2k
dKK~ (K)

3

0

= 2o:d

Of course we expected this result, but this mathematically less rigarous
derfvation brings out a very important new point: all the blobs within
a cone of half-anglee ~(k,€)-l subtended from Tand R must contribute.
Suppose now that the largest aperture from T and R can only be em << (U)
Rather than deal with the tedious details of angle transformation form
1fr to

e

let us redefine aperture in terms of the scattering angle

17 illustrates how a maximal angle

em

e;

fig.

is related to the transverse extent

of the layer., Equation (6-39) can be written down in the same fashion,
except that
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em

is the upper bound of the de integration and consequently

-1

•

kern that of the dK integration.

<< 1 the integral over the

Since

speetral function will not include the inertial subrange of wavenumbers
and a quantity much smaller than 2ad will result.
havior of

~(K)

Unfortunately the be-

at small K is not well understood; for any turbulent region
2

of finite extent K ~(K) ~ 0 as K ~ 0 because no excitation of wavenumber
less than the inverse of the largest dirneusion can be set up [Lin, 1961;
section C8].

2
3
Fora rough estimate we set ~ (K,O) oC E (l+K t 2 )-m and

3

then obtain instead of (6-39)

( 6-40)

for sufficiently small values of
effects (fading,

et~.)

em <

1
(kE)- •

Thus the fluctuation

are reduced from the infinite layer (large aper-

ture} case.
What happens if transmitter T is removed to z
distance b from the layer?

- ro

teaving R at a finite

The aperture is then defined by the receiver.

This should not be surprising; in the general case both transmitter and
receiver define. aperture ()m and there is electromagnetic reetprocity in
thc ro les of T and R.

The formulas for the moments of u('r) are symmetrie

with respect to the relative location of transmitter and receiver.
we take (6-27) and {6-28) and let the receiver he placed at z =
b

~

00

oo,

If
i.e.

we arrive at Eqs. (6-29) with the length a in Xa and XP instead

of the length b which dcmonstrates reelprocity explicitly.

Not only do

we observe scintillation of stars in the night sky at the carth's surface
(because of atmospheric turbulence); a sufficiently strong light souree
on earth can he expected to seintillate when observed at a distant location in space.
The analysis leading to (6-40) is only a rough gulde.

We

have ignorcd

an important fact in interpreting (6·39) as defining an effective aperture

e ~ (k~)- 1 •

This is the case if 2ad < 1, i.e. if the probability of

multiple scattering is low.

But if 2ad

>> 1, say to within a fraction

2ad = N with N a large integer, then the 1st rung'· can represent energy
scattered into R via N-1 intermediate scattetings, each with a random
scattering ang1e change of

e<

(kE)

-1

•

The effective aperture is then

(6-41)

but there is no simple counterpart to (6-40) since the angle integration
cut-off in a rung contributton (6-30) depends on the relative sequence
of the rung.

Computations for small aperture are apparently complicated

and depend upon the specific situation.

These general considerations

serve only to illustrate the significanee of aperture, and every experimental situation should be examined to see if there is sufficient aperture to apply infinite layer calculations.
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7.

BACKSCATIER FROM RELATIVELY STRONG AND LARGE
RANDOM CONTINUUM REGIONS

We are now in a position to estimate the backscatter cross•section from
a turbulent atmospheric layer.

In subsection 3.2 we formulated the

first Bom (or single scattering) result and saw that the cross-section

3

is quite weak; Q(e) - édlll'1 (2ksin~),

It is of interest to ex-

amine Q(rr) on its own roerit in an extension to multiple scattering
regimes, but we also need to reeheek the validity of disregarding backscatter contributions at (0, 0, L) when the receiver is positioned
the medium.

In this section we compute Q(e) by the methods of section

4 and specialige

7.1.

~

toe~

rr.

The Bistatic Cross-section Q(e)

Let us regard a plane wave incident upon a finite volume V of a random
continuurn as defined in section 2.
~ in the direction

u

e

At an asymptotically distant point

we can simplify the integral equation (2-9) to

ikr [

se

("1) ~ e _

~

where K

SC

(7-1)

r

~ k(z-~).

The bistatic radar scattering cross-section g(e)

• is defined as usual [Kerr, 1951], Q(e)
is the scattering wave vector.

é

Q(e) ~ 4rr

/3 {3

d r ~ d r'

<

= 4rrr2<

Iu

SC

I2/Iu0 I2 >

With this definition we obtain

*

*

8 E (r)8 é (r 1 )B(r)B (r 1 )

>e

ïi" •(r--~·)
se

(7-2)
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The familiar Bom approximation fellows by substituting B = 1 in the
integral.

We shall now extend this result by substituting (2-26) into

the integrand of (7-2).

The following notatien and substitutions will

be used:

r·

=

(0•

,z')

I

-k<z

n j{ ) 2 (z
n
-z ) -iZ
n ik
2
..
2k m j
m-1 m
1
=Jdz 1 jdz 2 ---Jdz nm=
n1 1-zJd
K
TJ(K
,z
)e
e
~
m
m
m
8

z

0

zl

z n-1

0

0

~d2 qT] (-q,z ) e

Z1
4:rr

(7 -3)

.....
-iq•p
Km

wellas taking complex conjugates.

(2-11).
by (7-3).

1

as

The last formula is the inversion of

Let us regard thc quantities 5é(r)Bn(r) and 5ê*(r 1 )Bp*(r 1 ) as given

... and Bp+l(r
* ... 1 ) ,
We can regard these very much as if they were Bn+l(r)

except that the factors along with the first Tj(q,z) are different and there
"/'(

...

is no integration over z (idem forT] (q•,z') and z 1 ) .

< öt(r)oe* (r')B (r)B
n

* (r')

P

The contribution

> of these quantities differs by the

<-·

'i<
first bead of the first rung from < Bn+l ( r)Bp+l
r ) >

The rung contributions come about by setting

q - q'

0.

Obviously

(7-4)

<of (r)5t

*(r')

. . * (r..... ) >
> < B(r)B

The bcad contributions are obtained by setting

q + K'1

= 0

and q 1 +

iS_

For the unprimcd quantities this gives a reduction in 5 Bn to the
ferm
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(7 -5)

1

0.

and similarly for Bé*B

*

Upon substituting from (2-12) we ob2
tain for (7-5), performing the d K -integration:
1
p

(7-6)

Since

~

2 restricts the integration over z 1 to a few correlation lengths

t from z, the exponentlal factor can be left out to O(k$)-l and we obtain

<

..

* ..

...

* ..

6 &(r)6f: (r')B (r)B (r') >b d
n
p
ea

~

*

..

------------------------------------------------- < Bn-1 (r)B p-1 (r') >

(7-7)

The second step in (7-7) can be made because

r, r'

lengths E displacements in the z-direction from

lie

wi~hin

a few

,' Î: • , therefore we
1

can apply the property of (4-28) through the intermediate step

< B(r~ 1 )B*(r ') >
1

~

- *< B(r)B
(r ') >
1

~

follows by applying the transferm to

< B(r)B*(r') >. The fourth line

3

~ (K,O)

as in deriving (4-7).

So

we obtain:

<

a~ (r)5

e* (r' )B('r)B*<t• > >

( ~) 5
"'< 8 Er

* ..
I! (r')

... *(r')
...
> < B(r)B

(7-8)

> + 4a2k -2< [B(i)-l][B*(t!')-1] >

This form does show the reduction to the Born approximation for small
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ad (B

~

1) but we cannot see that the second term is negligible for

larger ad.

In order to see this, we return to (7-7) and compare the

two contributtons

(7 -9)

in the interesting case that lr-r'l~ ~.

When

lr-r'l >>

t the rung con-

tribution is very small and the bead contribution varies so slowly that
it will not contribute appreciably to (7-2).

r

Using the maximalvalues

intheB-factor we estimate for (7-9):

(7-10)

(kz)"2 (dz)n+p

bead

Referring to fig. 4, Region IV we can meet the condition e

2

>> (kz)- 2

in the Fraunhofer zone and consequently for strong fluctuations and long
paths z we can apply (7-9), ignore bead contributions, and thus utilize
as valid approximation to (7-2):

Q(EI)

4

~:n:

f {
3
V d r

3
d r

1

<

8E(r)8é*(r 1 )

> < B(F)B*(r 1 ) >

e

iÏ{ . <:r -:r, )
se

+

(7-11)

+ O(kze)" 2
7.2.

The Backscatter Cross-section Q(:n:)

Por the case of backscatter,

e = :n:

...

and K c = 2k~.
6

Let us assume a large

but finite volume V with constant geometrical cross-section A in the
z-direction and length d.

Before substituting (4-26) into (7-11) we

.. *<..

note that < 8t(r)8t r') > becomes very small whenever

,-r-r'
.. I

exceeds several correlation lengtbs t while < B(r)B*(r') >as given in
(4-27) hardly varies.
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... 2

Upon neglecting the exp[i(ZK.) 6L/2k] of (4-27)
J

~
we make an error in< B(•
r)B*(r')
>of 0 (2adI kt) but can use

(4-26).

If we substitute (4-26) into (7-11) for

the difference of the z coordinates of

r and r•

for the dominant va1ues for whic.h

lr-r• I <

Ad for the fina1 integration over

r,

~(óp)

=2[a(O)
2 2

=~~e

e=

~.

(4~25)

and

while neglecting

·.

(this being permittèd

t), and noting the value of

we obtain

- a(óp)]
""

~dKK[1-J 0 (köp))~3 (K,O)
0

We note that 2DT(6p) is the struc.ture func.tion in the transverse directions of the WKB-phase (3-2) [Tatarski, 1961] divided by the propagation
distanc.e d.

It is usefnl to bear the speetral integral form for

in the (7·12) in mind when actually computing Df(óp).
the factor K[l-J (Köp)]
0

oC

r2.

~(óp)

For small K6p

For small values of óp/R- this factor will

quench the contribution to DT(óp) from wavenumbers

K~ t

-1

and fora

realistic Kolmogorov spectrum (of which only an inertial subrange dependence on K can be predicted) there are no problems.

But when ópft approaches

and increases above unity, wavenumbers smaller than in the inertial subrange may contribute and knowledge of a larger part of the spectrum may
be required.

Since we integrate over 6p in (7-12) this extra knowledge

may not be crucial.

Let us first pursue the calc.ulation somewhat further,

The cross-sectien Q(n) of (7-12) can be expressed as a single integral.
Let us introduce the fo11owing quan~ities:
4 2
Ql(n) = k ~Ad ~3(0,2k)

=Jdz
00

~ 1 (p,K)

-

C(p,z)e iKz

(7-13)

00

i~ ~dK K J
0

0

(Kp)t3 (K,K) 1
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wh<:c:;:e Q (:r) is the first Born approximation backscatter cross-sectien
1
(see secti.oP 3 .:n and

to

<I>

1

(o,K) is a correlation function with respect

and a spectrum with respect toK.

Upon performing the döz integral

in (7-12), and then the dz integra1 we obtain

(7 -14a)
MU .cl)

=

21fj'"dpp

\1> 1

~p,Zk)

0,2k)

<1>3

0

Since thE! fonn [1-exp(-x)]/x

->

1 as x-> 0 we sec that the occurrence

of DTC•) in the denominator is no problem as p _,. 0 even though DT(D) _,. 0.
Note that the correction fact,gr M(2ad) to Q (rr) is always less than unity

2n~dpp

since M(2ad) is less than

0

1

<l>

1

(p,2k)/<l> (0,2k)
3

1, consequently

we see that the small-angle multiple scattering effects tend to make Q(n)
increase with dor E more slowly than Born approximation when 2ad
In Born approximation,
find Q(n)

=

~

1.

<< 1 as fellows e.g. from (7-14b) and we

d~(p)

Q1 (n) of course.

Now (7-14a) is nota simple form, it in-

vo1ves corre1ation functions in the exponent.

In order to investigate

further we shall write DT(p) in termsof IP (p,K); from (7-12) and (7-13)
1

we see that

(7-14b)
An exact so1ution to (7-14) can he obtained for a gaussian spectrum
2 2 2
exp[-(K +K )E /4].
11> 1 (r,O)

For this spectrum

e-p2/i2

!1\1(0,0)

-r 2IR 2

!1\l(p,2k)
<TI3(0,2k)

f

x

M (x) ~ -1
g
x
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0

d

-y
l::L__
y

.Y

E (x) + ln x + y

1

x

(7 -15)

where y

0.577---- (Euler's constant) and E1 (x) is the exponentlal

integral of t

-1

exp(-t) from t =x to

[Abramovitz and Stegun, 1964].

= ~;

t

a tabulated function

The calculations in (7-15) involve elementary

definite integrals invo1ving the zeroth order Bessel function.

The

correction factor M (2od) exhibits the behavior described above exp1icitly;
g

e 2dM (2ad) increases logarithmically with e and d for large Zod.
g

The

frequency dependenee of Mg (2ad) depends on the nature of the turbulent
For humidity, temperature, and pressure fluctuations 2ad ~

medium.

but for a plasma 2ad
Unfortunatel~

oC

k

-2 , because Ei 2 0C

k

k

2

-4 in (5-23),

the gaussian spectrum decreases far more rapidly at large

wavenumbers than speetral forms dictated by turbulence theory which decrease as in~erse power laws

o<:

K-n in the inertlal subrange of

The exponent n can vary between 3 < n < 5 and the Kolmogorov

turbu1ence.

theory (often considered to be a physica1ly most sound choice) dictates
n = -11/3.

We canto some extent formulate a result for power 1aw spectra

~ (K,K) oC [1 + (K2+K 2 )t 2 ]·~· 1 , i.e.

3

~\ (p,O)

~1(0,0)

~l(p,2k)

2k2

~ 3 (o,2k) ~ ;--

(2kp)~ (2kp)

(7 -16)

2 ~-1r(~)

where K (y) is the modified Hanke1 function of order
~

~

[Abramovitz and

Stegun, 1964, section 9.6] and r(~) the gamma function of~·

We find,

inserting (7-16) into (7-14a):

M (x)
~

~

1-e

-xf (y/2kE )]
~

(7-17)
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Referring back to the discussion preceding (7-13) we note that these
expressions were derived from the form of

3

~ (K,K)

given in (7-16) which

1

is unjustified for wavenumbers K < t- . . This doesnotmatter if these
waveuurobers do not contribute, and we know that for p << l that they do
not . . The variabie y

= 2kp = 2kl(p/l)

is introduced in (7-17) which im-

plies that we can keep p/t small yet make y large.
in M (x) is formed chiefly from values y < 1.
~

Since the integral

It follows that large

values of p/t do not contribute and that this procedure is justified.
This argument is correct only for

~

< 1. If

~ ~

1 the integrand factor

K[l-J (Kp)J in DT(p) will not combine with the inertial subrange form
0

3

~ (K,O)

oe '

K

-2(~+1)

'
to a convergent
form at small wavenumbers and we will

need the detailed behavior of
Let us examine the case

~

3

~ (K,K)

= 1/2

prior to the inertial subrange.

which corresponds sufficiently closely

to the Kolmogorov spectrum and also enables us to derive reasonably
simple formulas.
f

112

We find
(y)

=1

- e-y

{7-18a)

~/2(x)

which we can evaluate for x << 2kt by replacing xf
in the parenthetical factor of M (x).
112

(y/2k2) by xy/2k2
112
The result is

(1 + 2ad/2k.e)-l

(7-18b)

Since the approximations of this section are valid only for 2ad <<kt,
we see that the righthand side of (7-18b) is nearly unity, so that the
inverse third power law spectrum does not give rise to appreciable deviation from the single scattèring result within the limits of the approxi-
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mation (which does permit values of 2ad larger than unity).
worthy that this result contrasta

s~arply

It is note-

with that for the gaussian in

(7-15) for large 2ad but small 2ad/skt, in which case M increases loga·
g

rithmically, which gives us even more reasen to be suspicious of these
gaussian results as indicators of the physical backscatter cross-sectien
behavior.
Although not within the bounds of approximation, let us examine the case
2ad

>>

2kt in (7-18b).

form t (K,O)
3

= s~ t (1
2 3

serve that Q(n)
ing result.

We find M (2ad) ~kt/ad; upon substituting the
112
+ K2t 2 )· 3/ 2 and this result into (7-14a) we ob-

1
= 2A
+

O(kt/ad).

It is plausible that this is the limit-

Ultimately electromagnetic energy can diffuse in all directions,

but it can escape only in the +z or -z direction so that the geometrical
cross-sectien is the limiting value.
Extrapolation of (7-18b) to higher values of 2ad/kt may give some indica·
tion of the transition to the saturation cross-section, but further
analysis of (7-11) for 2ad

> kt

appears to be too complicated.

In practice, ether considerations require careful thought befare interpreting backscatter saturation as would seem predictabie from the above.
The approximations of this entire work break down as e increases to
values close to unity and higher.

For a lossless plasma the value e

1

marks the transition to "overdense" plasma and the backscatter contribution wil! then be of a surface-mismatch type.

Such a contribution has

been eliminaeed from consideration in chapter 2.

The presence of loss

mechanisme (e.g. collisional losses in a plasma) can modify the backscatter contribution considerably.

Nevertheless, in the situations for

which this work bas been formulated we have established that M(2ad) < 1
and that Bremroer's [1964b) estimate of backscatter in a receiver embedded
in a wide layer of irregularities as being of O(kd)

-1

compared to the
139

line-of-sight effects is certainly valid since it was based on assuming
Born approximation even for wide layers (see end of chapter Z).
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SAMENVATTING

Het doel van dit werk is de berekening van de essentiële elektromagnetische
eigenschappen van een hoogfrequent signaal dat zich voortplent. door een
laag gevuld met een diëlektricum dat onregelmatige ruimtelijke en
tijdafhankelijke fluctuaties vertoont, maar verder zo doorzichtig is dat
terugwaarts verstrooide energie verwaarloosbaar is.

De aard van deze

fluctuaties is zo ingewikkeld dat men direkt z 1n toevlucht tot een statistische beschrijving moet nemen.

Het diëlektricum wordt gekarakteriseerd

door een relatieve diëlektrische constante &(~,t) waarvan we de struktuur
. weliswaar niet kennen, maar waarvan we wel een eenvoudige vorm voor de
tweepunt correlatie kunnen veronderstellen:
< 5Lü\,t)5&(t2 ,t)

l&eJ:r1 >1 2 > c('i\-t2 >.

>.= <

waarbij we het gemiddelde

[van t.(~,t) hebben afgetrokken om 5f.('t,t) te verkrijgen.

We veronder-

...

...

...

stellen dat .de functie C("'r 1 -r ) onafhankelijk van plaats r 1 of r is,
2
2
en langzaam verandert per golflengte À maar snel afneemt in grootte
naarmate

111 -12 1 groeit ten opzichte van de ruimtelijke afmetingen (b.v.

breedte d) van de laag.
Het elektrische veld u(t,t) fluctueert dus op onvoorspelbare wijze op
de plaats van ontvangst ~

= (O,O.L)

aan gindse zijde van de laag.

We

tonen in hoofdstuk 2 bij de formulering van het probleem aan dat dit
diëlektricum twee bijzondere eigenschappen heeft: verstrooiing is sterk
naar voren gericht op ieder punt, en de. 'statistische eigenschappen zijn·
door de functie C(r

1

-t2 )

in goede benadering weergegeven.

Daardoor kan

in de formele Neumann-Liouville reeks oplossing voor u(1,t) uit de Maxwell
vergelijkingen sterke vereenvoudiging terrosgewijze plaatsvinden waardoor
we in hoÓfdstuk 4 oplossingen voor< u>, < uu* >, en< lui 2N >, met
N > 1, kunnen vinden die goede benaderingen zijn voor zowel bredere lagen
als sterkere diëlektrica dan die waarin tweevoudige en hogere elektro-
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magnetische verstrooiingaprocessen onwaarschijnlijk zijn.

Deze

meervoudige-verstrooiingaproces oplossingen zijn ingewikkeld vanwege de
boekhouding van de vele termen, niet vanwege de analytische vorm van iedere
term.

Om deze boekhouding wat doorzichtiger te maken worden verschillende

soorten diagrammen ingevoerd.

De oplossingen geven dan de verdelings-

functie van uu* weer als functie van de elektromagnetische en
geometrische parameters; een belangrijk resultaat is dat deze verdelingsfunctie die van een zgn.

Rice-verdeling is (u is de som van een constant

veld en een veld dat de Rayleigh-verdeling volgt).

De

eenvoudige enkelvoudige-verstrooiingaproces oplossingen worden in

hoofdstuk 3 besproken voor twee gevallen: laagbreedten veel minder
(Fresnel z8ne) en veel meer (Fraunhofer z8ne) dan de grenswaarde d
(t is de correlatielengte van de functie C).

= kt 2

Om het onderscheid tussen

Fresnel en Fraunhofer z8ne enerzijds, en dat tussen enkelvoudige- en
meervoudige-verstrooiingaprocessen anderzijds, te verduidelijken wordt
in hoofdstuk 4 een parametrisch diagram ingevoerd.

De verschillende

,gebieden zijn representatief voor het geldigheidebereik van de meest
bekende benaderingen, alsmede van de nieuwe resultaten van dit
proefschrift.
Hoofdstuk 5 bevat een vergelijking met het werk van de Russische school
dat .rechtvaardiging van de zgn.Rytov methode zoekt.

De metingen van

Gracheva en Gurvich die betrekking hebben op licht voortplanting door
turbulente lucht op geringe hoogte boven de aardkorst, en in het bijzonder
de standaard deviatie van ontvangen lichtfluctuaties als functies van
andere gemeten parameters experimenteel bepalen, blijken beter in overéénstemming met de resultaten van dit proefschrift te zijn dan met het
werk van Tatarski, c.s. Bezwaren tegen het poneren van een lognormale
verdeling van u(~,t) worden uiteengezet.
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In hoofdstuk 6 worden de nodige uitbreidingen voor bolgolven besproken,
terwijl in hoofdstuk 7 de nieuwe methodiek gebezigd wordt om een betere
benadering voor

teru~aartse

Bornse doorsnede.

verstrooiing te verkrijgen dan dè eerste

Het blijkt dat het in rekening brengen van herhaalde

voorwaartse verstrooiing weinig verandering in de doorsnede voor
teru~aartse

verstrooiing aanbrengt binnen de grenzen van de benadering

voor een turbulente luchtlaag.
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STELLINGEN
1.

De afleiding die Schiff geeft van de eigenwaarden van het hoek-

tmpulsmoment met behulp van een differentievergelijking is mis•
leidend onvolledig.
Schiff, L.I., 1955: Quantum Mechanica (McGraw•Hill, Inc.,
New York, p. 144-145).
2.

Het grafische criterium voor lognormale verdeling van de stralingsintensiteit I wordt onnodig ingewikkeld en misleidend
uiteengezet in het boek van Tatarski. De aantekening van de
vertàlu,Silverman, werkt weinig verhelderead. De moeilijkhéden
kunnen worden vermeden door het bezigen van een logarithmische
abscis en een ordinaat in dezelfde schaal als de abscis.
Tatarski, V .I., 1961: Wave Propagation In A Turbulent
Medium, vertaald door R. A. Silverman (McGraw-Hill, Inc.,
New York), hoofdstuk 12.2.

3.

De gebruikelijke formules voor de terugkaatsingscoefficient van,
en de indringingsdiepte in een brede homogene absorberende laag
van plasma worden niet belangrijk gewijzigd door het incorporeren
vaa ile gevolgen van elektron-ion botsingen in het plasma.

4.

De grote sterkte van magneetvelden nodig om in het omringende
plasma van een bemande raket, die de dampkring binnendringt, een
collll!lll1licatie "raam" aan te brengen maakt deze wijze van opheffing
der cOIIIIIIUnicatiestoring onpraktisch. De schattingen van Bodara
zijn aan de lage kant.

Hodara, H., 1962: Proc. IRE
5.

~.

2109.

Metingen van de -radardoorsnede (cross-section) voor gekruiste
polarisatie van een turbulent plasma geven met behulp van het cri•
'terium van Ruffine en de Wolf niet zonder meer een indicatie van
het al dan niet prominent optreden van meervoudige verstrooiingsproe'!ssen.
Ruffine, R.S., en D.A. de Wolf, 1965: J. Geophys. Res.
IQ., 4313.

6.

Bij de spectrale analyse van kprte' radarpulsjes tèruggekaatst tegen
geioniseerde turbulente raketsporen (wakes) dient men rekening te
houden met het axiale verval van de gemiddelde elektronendichtheid.
Lane, F., 1967: Frequency effects in the radar return from
turbulent weakly ionized missite wakes (AIAA 5th Aerospace
Science Meeting, New York, Jan. 23-26).

7.

De berekening van de impedantie van een dipoolantenna, ingebed in
een ionasferisch plasma, stuit op vele moeilijkheden bij zeer lage
frequenties. Aan dR bezwaren door de Wolf genoemd tegen een
behandeling die te zeer vereenvoudigd is, is nog minstens een van
belang toe te voegen.
de Wolf, D.A., 1966: Radio Science (New Series)

8.

1.

571.

De afleiding die Biegel geeft voor de radardoorsnede bij terugwaartse verstrooiing van omwentelingslichamen in het Rayleigh
gebied van grote golflengte bevat een misleidende gelijkstelling
van elektrische en magnetische dipoolcontributies.
Siegel, K.M., 1958: Appl. Sci. Res. B].; 293.

9.

Het ontbreken van eea standaard definitie van correlatielengte,
~. leidt in de literatuur over ionasferische en troposferische
radiogolfverstrooiing tot onnodige verwarring. Een natuurlijke en
bruikbare keuze is in formule (3~15) van dit proefschrift gegeven.

10.

Een merkwaardig thema in het toneelstuk, WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGI.NIA
WOOLF, van Edward Albee, door vrijwel alle critici onopgemerkt,
verdient meer aandacht. Dit thema, deels symbolisch, deels
allegorisch, en steeds fragmentarisch, is een parallel van het
nieuwtestamentisch verhaal dat overduidelijk in het latere toneelstuk,
TINY ALICE, herkend werd en reeds in de kiem in het eerdere, THE ZOO
STORY, aanwezig is •

11.

Den Haan parafraseert de uitdrukking van Joyce, ''Listen for the
single word that tells tbe whole story." IJet is zinvol om deze
opmerking niet alleen als sleutelwoord tot ULYSSES op te vatten maar
ook als een sleutel tot het gehele literaire oeuvre van Joyce.
Bepaald~ informatietheoretische criteria, zoals het aantal bits per
woord, bieden een mogelijkheid om een objektleve maat voor het
schijnbare streven van Joyce naar maximale uitdrukkingsmogelijkheden
met het taalinstrument vast te stellen.

